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COLOMBIA: AN INTRODUCTION 

GEOGRAPHY 

Colombia is located on the north-western comer of South America. It covers a 
territory of 1.147.748 square kilometers. Its neighboring countries are Panama to the 
north-west, Venezuela an Brazil to the east, and Perú and Ecuador to the south. It has 
a 1600 kilometer long coastline on the Caribbean, and 1300 kilometers of coast on the 
Pacific Ocean. Colombia's territorial waters, within the 200 mile limit, cover 933.000 

km2, with 515.000 km2 in the Caribbean and 418.000 km2 in the Pacific. 

Colombia's territory is divided into a mountainous region in the west, with the Andes 
mountain range, and vast plains in the east, joining up with the Orinoco and Amazon 
basins. The peaks of the Andes are as high as 5.000 meters above sea-level, with an 
average of clase to 3.000 meters. The variety of altitudes is responsible for a diversity 
of climates, an important factor for the country's agricultural wealth. All of 
Colombia's industrial production, coffee cultivation, and a majar part of farming, are 
located in the western region. The location of production centers in the midst of 
mountainous areas, with considerable transport difficulties, was a majar reason for 
production being oriented towards the domestic market. Hence, the subject of 
transportation is one of the crucial issues of the current trade liberalization process. 

Colombia has a great abundance of water resources (it is the third richest country in 
the world in availability of water), with swift-flowing rivers emptying into the 
Caribbean and the Pacific oceans, as well as into the Orinoco and the Amazon. 

The country has 53 mi Ilion hectares of woodland. Unfortunately, there has been a 
great deal of deforestation, to the extent of sorne 600.000 hectares annually. Squatter
type settlements are the principal cause of the problem. A reafforestation effort has 
been initiated recen ti y through the "Forestry Action Plan for Colombia", headed by the 
National Coffee Growers Federation, which is designed, among other objectives, to 
increase forestry participation in the economy, protect the ecosystem and biological 
variety, and decontaminate the waters. 
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POLITICAL AND SOCIAL OVERVIEW 

Colombia's political system does not fit into the conventional definitions in Latin 
America, which is known for its long history of dictatorships and authoritarian 
regimes maintained almost constantly since the 19the century and which experienced 
a transition into democracy only in the past decade. This description may be valíd in 
many cases but not in that of Colombia. 

Democratic Tradition and Political Parties 

Colombia has maintained a presidential regime with free elections since 1821. There 
have been only a few and brief military dictatorships. The last of these occurred 
between 1953 and 1957, and one of its main consequences was to persuade the armed 
forces that their vocation was not that of goveming the country's destiny. 

The President of the Republic is the Commander-in-Chief of the Military Forces and 
he is usually who decides any changes in the command of the forces . There has been 
no authoritarian State nor an autonomous bureaucracy in Colombia comparable to 
those which have existed in other Latín American countries that have maintain non
democratic govemments. Congress operates in accordance with the Constitution and 
maintains a strong power of veto over the President's actions. There is a free press 
which habitually expresses an open criticism of govemment officials at every level, 
including the President, regardless the party he may belong to. 

Two traditional political parties, the Liberal and the Conservative, have fought for 
power since the beginning of the Republic. Although other parties have emerged 
periodically in the past decades, they have never succeeded in maintaining a 
stronghold on the country's political scene. Even though they may have achieved 
considerable popularity ata given time, they have never won the presidency and with 
time disappeared altogether or joined the traditional parties. 

At present, however, the two-party system is opening up in a way that there are 
grounds for a larger number of political parties. The political rules of the game, as 
defined under the new Constitution issued last July, favor the emergence of 
independent movements. It may be foreseen that in the 1994 elections, candidates of 
various of these new movements will be serious contenders for the presidency. 

Without claiming that it is free of problems, it must be stressed that Colombia has an 
open political system. Its solidity is evidenced by the strong institutional 
transformation now taking place, which included the drafting of a new Political 
Constitution with the participation of all the political forces that wished to be heard, 
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including representatives of former guerrilla groups which only a few months before 
had returned to civilian life and now ha ve a major política! following. 

The new Constitution opened up the way for the citizens' greater participation in the 
country's political life. As in the more advanced democracies, the new Constitution 
provides for more ample rights of citizens, which had never been considered so 
broadly under any Charter. The possibility was provided for the Constitution itself to 
be reformed on the people's own initiative (formerly this could only come from 
Congress), and mechanisms were established for the citizens' participation, such as the 
plebiscite and the referendum, among other fundamental changes. 

Causes of Violence 

The principal problems in Colombia's social and political environment were the 
recrudescence of guerrilla actions and a sharp escalation in the drug traffic. These two 
factors were responsible for a soaring rise of violence and for an unfavorable 
intemational image in respect to the country's institutional stability. 

The increased violence in Colombia is not due to any simplistic explanations which 
have been put forward by the intemational media. Violence in Colombia cannot be 
explained as a response to a repressive political regime since, as mentioned above, 
democracy in this country does work and there is complete freedom of expression and 
of movement. Neither, is the increased violence due to any deterioration in the 
population's quality of life since, as we will see below, Colombia has shown positive, 
acceptable rates of growth of the per capita income and of the principal social 
indicators during the last decades. Moreover, recent studies indicate that the 
unequality in the distribution of income has been decreasing ata particularly rapid rate 
as compared to other countries with a similar level of development. 

The escalation of violence in Colombia during the 80's has other sources. In the case 
of the guerrilla, the rise in its violent actions was due to its purpose to extend its areas 
of influence in the countryside and its desire to mobilize the low-income population 
with a view to seizing power. The popular response, however, has been adverse to the 
guerrilla. In recent years, the guerrilla groups who returned to civilian life earned an 
electoral support over and above any levels ever achieved by the traditional left 
throughout its history. The groups still active in guerrilla warfare, in turn, are being 
openly rejected. In a number of Colombian towns located in the areas of guerrilla 
activities, there have been massive popular protest demonstrations against guerrilla 
violence throughout 1991 and 1992. 

If the guerrilla was successful in recruiting young people, this has not been due to any 
worsening in their living conditions or lack of opportunities, but to the speed of social 
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changes taking place in this country. Forty years ago, Colombia was a rural country 
but is has rapidly become urban. The children of the rural dwellers of "campesinos" 
who migrated into the cities during the 50's, have become the high-school and 
university students of the 70's and 80's. The higher level of education led them to have 
greater ambitions which the reality of the country could not satisfy in the short term. 
Although their financia} and social status is clearly better than that of their parents, in 
comparing themselves with the upper strata of the population and with the 
intemational standards shown by world press and television, they feel a deterioration 
in their relative position. Hence, the guerrilla's recruiting capacity focused on the 
young "campesinos" who wished to Ieave borne, and on middle and lower-class 
students in their first years of university. 

On the other hand, the escalated violence linked with the drug traffic was a part of 
their declared purpose to intimidate the civilian population for the specific purpose of 
consolidating their economic power and creating their own political space. The drug 
traffic organizations decided to declare war on the State, persuaded that they could 
submit the authorities by murdering their leaders and threatening those responsible for 
administering justice. 

Finally, there has also been a major increase of common delinquency in the past 
decade, which has placed Colombia among the countries with the highest rate of 
violent deaths per population. The increase in this type of violence was favored by the 
general climate of hostility prevailing in the period, to which was added a rise in 
illegal gun running, at the very time when the authorities had to devote all their efforts 
to the problems of the guerrilla and drug traffic. This development takes place in 
specific areas of the country, particularly in Medellín which shows high rates of 
juvenile unemployment and has been the city most affected by drug traffic and drug 
terrorism. 

Solutions to the Violence 

At this stage, the country's prospects (as far these types of violence are concemed) 
may be viewed with optimism. The political system has shown an extraordinary 
capacity to deal with circumstances and to apply solutions by submitting them to a 
trial and error process until the right solutions are found. 

Starting in the early 80's, various initiatives and negotiations were attempted between 
the Govemment and the guerrilla organizations in search of peace. There were many 
ups-and-downs, and broken truce agreements, all of which culminated with the retum, 
in 1990 and 1991, of several guerrilla groups to civilian life. Close to 800 members of 
the M-19 movement laid down arms in March 1990, followed by 2.400 members of 
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the People's Liberation Army (EPL), of the native-Indian "Quintín Lame" movement, 
and lhe Revolutionary Workers' Party (PR1). This process, however, has not cometo 
an end yet, since the two oldest and most important guerrilla organizations in this 
country, the National Liberation Army (ELN). and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia (FARC), have so far failed to return to civilian.life. 

One factor that has acted as stimulus for the demobilization of the guerrilla groups is 
the electoral success of the M-19 Movement, the first group to lay down arms and to 
become a legal political movement. The M-19 discovered in time that there is an 
important space for a moderate center-left party on the Colombian political scene. 
Their programs have left behind the watchwords and slogans of lhe old leftist parties 
(which in Colombia never won any votes to speak of), to dwell on subjects such as 
people's capitalism, equal opportunities, efficiency of the public administration, and 
social justice. In any case, this plaúorm is not very different from that used by the 
canditates of all the other parties, including the traditional ones. 

The Govemment has held negotiations with the F ARC and the ELN for the last two 
years, and has even entered into formal talks with the delegates of these lwo groups in 
Caracas, Venezuela, and Tlaxcala, Mexico. So far there have been many vicissitudes 
in these talks, which have now come lo a standslill due lo the escalation in the 
guerrilla actions. It may be noted that these organizations have lost the people's 
support, and that dissidence has arisen within the ELN, with sorne of its members 
opting for a negotiated peace. 

The retreat of the guerrilla is an irrevertible fact; the only question that remains is 
when it will occur. In effect, even the decision that appears to have been taken by 
these groups not to lay down their arms, has been anticipated by the Government when 
it extended its negotiation policy with a change in strategy in the Armed Forces to 
deal with this new situation. On the one hand, there has been a change in the criteria 
on the allocation of resources for the armed forces. Instead of being directed at 
preparing themselves for a possible externa! conflict, their priority will be the handling 
of intemal problems. For the first time in various decades, Colombia has as from 1991 
a civilian Defense Minister. This is conducive to a better collaboration between 
civilians and the militia to adapt the armed forces' functions to the priorities 
determined by the Government. In accordance with this new orientation, the armed 
forces are being provided with greater support in areas such as intelligence. 
communications, and equipment. 

The battle against drug traffic, in tum, entered a new phase in mid-1991, with the 
policy of submission to Colombian justice, applicable to the heads of the drug 
organizations. The process of the drug traffickers' surrender has been criticized both in 
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and outside Colombia, particularly because of the Govemment's decision not to 
extradite the offenders to the Unites S tates, and on the occasion of the escape of Pablo 
Escobar, the head of the so-called "Medellín Cartel". The fact is that this policy has 
brought about the surrender of the principal drug barons, and cessation of the narco
terrorist actions. The narcos' idea of increasing their power through intimidation carne 
up against the Govemment's finn response, forcing them to choose between an 
indefinite war and a life in clandestinity, or else their surrender to Colombian justice. 
The new policy makes no change to that of persecuting any druglinked activities 
carried out in the future. The escape of Pablo Escobar, despite all the criticism it has 
raised, does not change the essence of this policy. In fact, there is even talk of 
Escobar's turning himself in a second time. 

As regards common delinquency, the Govemment is taking action in various areas, 
such as: restrictions on the possession of arms, by means of improving control and 
increasing the fines in cases of transgression; strengthening of the system of justice to 
make it more effective and reduce impunity; seek a greater rapprochement between 
the State and communities, through special programs designed at strengthening family 
unity and occupation of youth, particularly in the cities which are most affected; and 
provide members of the police force with better training and equipment to cope with 
the different types of crimes. 

In brief, after an escalation of violence during the late 80's, Colombia has found ways 
to go ahead in its search for peace and stability. Threats from the drug traffic and the 
guerrilla continue to be a source of uncertainty, although they are being strongly 
counteracted. A profound political refonn has taken place, which includes the 
enactment in 1991 of a new Constitution that opened the doors to all political and 
party organizations, and since mid-1992, President Gaviria has announced the second 
phase of his national restructuring policy, designed to complement the political 
refonns in process and counteract the disturbing effects of the trade liberalization. The 
tension prevailing a few years ago has given way to a climate of greater tolerance, and 
the center of attention now is the discussion about the construction of the future 
Colombia. 

THEECONOMY 

In the field of economy, the stability and consistency of Colombia's economic 
performance are noteworthy. The country maintained itself free of the rigors attending 
the foreign debt crisis which affected the economy of other Latin American countries 
during the 80's. Colombia is placed among the medium sized economies of Latin 
America, with a Gross Domestic Product of 46.8 billion dollars in 1990 (at 1980 
prices). The size of its economy is lower than Mexico (US$206 billion dollars in the 
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same year), Brazil (US$285 billion), and Venezuela (US$63.6 billion), but higher than 
Chile (US$34 billion). According to the Economic Commission for Latín America 
(ECLA), a body of the United Nations, within the regional scope it was the Colombian 
economy which showed the highest percentual growth in its Gross Domestic Product 
during the decade of the 1980's. 

Regarding social development indicators, Colombia is clase to the average for Latin 
America (Table 1). According to the indicators, the countries in this region have 
achieved notable progress over the last decades. According to United Nations 
Organization data, life expectancy in Colombia increased from 56.6 to 68.8 years 
between 1960 and 1990. Infant mortality dropped from 157 to 50 per thousand births. 
The rate of adult literacy rose from 78% to 85%. The demographic growth rate 
(annual average) was 2.5% in the period 1960-1990, and it is estimated that it will 
drop to 1.8% during 1990-2000. These figures are similar to those covering the Latin 
American countries as a group, and are higher than the group of the developing 
countries. However, the distance separating Latín America from the industrialized 
countries is still great. In the latter, life expectancy is 75 years, infant mortality is 15 
per thousand births, and adult literacy is 100%. 

Apart from sustaining high growth rates within the group of its neighbors, Colombia's 
economy is undergoing, since the middle 80's, a period of structural change with 
profound implications. This change is revealed principally in the readjustment of the 
public sector's accounts, in the handling of foreign exchange, the loss of the share of 
coffee exports within the whole, and the increases of mining and non-traditional 
exports. 

Economic Structure 

The conduct of the Colombian economy is really outstanding in the regional context. 
Colombia has traditionally kept itself on the margin of the great bonanzas and great 
slumps experienced by other neighboring countries. Although its average annual 
growth rates are relatively modest, it achieved the highest growth percentage in Latin 
America during the 16-year period between 1975 and 1991. Graph 1 shows that 
Colombia's 1991 GDP is equivalent to 191% GDP in 1975. The growth rates of its 
neighbors were more rapid during certain periods but later, as a general rule, they 
slackened off quite drastically. Colombia does not show, in any of the years under 
review, an absolute drop in the size of its GDP, as was the case with the others. 

The per capita GDP indicator shows quite clearly the effect of the foreign debt crisis 
on this group. In the countries listed in Graph 2, between 1980 and 1991, the per 
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capita GDP showed an absolute drop in Mexico and Venezuela, remained practically 
unchanged in Brazil, and rose only in Chile and in Colombia (both 18.6%). Here, 
again, Colombia's growth was estable, free of any sudden fluctuations. 

The stability in the rates of growth was achieved at the same time as substantial 
changes were taking place in the economic structure and dynamics of the different 
sectors (Graph 2). Between 1975 and 1980, the most dynamic sector of the economy 
was the area of construction, but as from the first half of the 80's, there was an 
accelerated growth in mining, specifically in the production of coal and petroleum. 
Accordingly, there has been a switch in the leading growth rate, from the non
marketable sector to marketable products. Agriculture and manufacturing industry lag 
behind, with their share dropping during this period. 

Table 2 shows the annual rates of growth of the GDP, by sectors, over the past years, 
as well as projections for 1992 and 1993. Dueto the adjustment policies designed to 
combat inflation, and to the acceleration of the trade liberalization process, the years 
1991 and 1992 presenta slower rate of economic growth. However, it is expected that 
in the short term the indicators will regain their dynamism, at the rate intlation control 
is consolidated and the Colombian economy increases its degree of integration of the 
intemational trade and capital tlow. 
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Table 1 
SOCIAL INDICATORS 

Colombi a Latin 
Ame rica 

Developing Industrialized 
Countries Countries 

-- --- ---- ------- -- ------------ --------- -- ---- -- --- - - - - - - - ---- - ---- ---- -- -- - --
Per capi ta GNP (1988) 1180 1830 710 12510 

Population (millions) 33 
1990 

Demographic Growth 
Rate 
1960-1990 2,5 2,4 2,3 0,8 

1990-2000 1 ,8 1,9 2 0,5 

Lite Expectancy 
at Birth (years) 
1960 56,6 56 46,2 69 

1990 68,8 67,4 62,8 74,5 

Infant Mortality 
Rate (under age 5 , 
per 1,000 births) 
J960 157 
1989 50 52 76 15 

Adult Literacy Rate 
1970 78 73 

1985 85 82 60 

--
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Table 2 

COLOMBIA: GDP BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

1975-1980 

Agriculture 4,3 
Mining -0,8 
Manufacturing Industry 4,6 

Construction 5,4 
commerce 4, 4 

Total 

Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing Industry 
Construction 
Commerce 

Total 

5,4 

Average Annual Growth 

1980-1985 1985-1990 1975-1990 1980-1990 
------- ----- ------- ----- ------- -----

1, 5 4,7 3,5 3,1 

15,6 20,7 11,4 18,1 

1,2 4,7 3,5 2,9 

7,8 0,0 4,3 3,8 

1, 3 3,2 3,0 2,3 

2,2 4,5 4,0 3,4 

Participation % 
- - ----- ----- ------- ----- ------- ----- -------

1975 1980 1985 1990 

23,9 22,7 21,9 22,1 
1,7 1, 3 2,3 4,8 

23,2 22,4 21,2 21,4 

3. 3 3,3 4,4 3,5 

13.3 12,7 12,1 11,4 

100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

------
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Innation 

Inflation results in Colombia also stand out in comparison with most of the Latin 
American countries, even though inflation levels are in any case higher than those 
prevailing in the developed countries or in the countries with a rapid industrialization 
in Asia. 

Between 1970 and 1991, average inflation in Colombia was 22.6%. At the same 
time, in Chile it was 91.2%, in Mexico 40.8%, in Brazil 329.2, and in Venezuela 
17.3%. In most of these countries, the second half of the 80's was a period of a fast 
acceleration of inflation, where three-digit rates became quite usual. 

In Colombia it has been possible to maintain the inflation rate around an annual level 
of 25%. The highest rate of inflation throught the period under review occurred in 
1991 (32.4%), and led the economic authorities to make the fight against inflation the 
central focus of economic policy, giving priority to monetary contraction. This 
became particularly complicated during 1991 and 1992 with the management of 
exchange, which brought an unprecedented accumulation of intemational reserves. 
The govemment has been harshly criticized for failing to achieve the desired reduction 
in inflation. However, the anti-inflation effort is accepted by most people as 
necessary. During 1991 inflation was 26.3%, in 1992 arate of 25% is expected, and 
the goal of 22% is expected to be reached in 1993. It may be pointed out that, in 
Colombia, an inflation of over 30% is considered intolerable and, in consequence, any 
sacrifice is justified to control it. The same thing did not happen with other countries 
in the region, as many be appreciated in Graph 3, which shows that inflations of over 
70% have been common in the region over last 20 years. 

As part of the general policy directed at maintaining macro-economic equilibrium, 
successive Colombian govemments have kept a fiscal discipline which also stands out 
within the Latín American context. In the first half of the 80's, Colombia's fiscal 
deficit carne to represent clase to 6% of the GDP. As from 1985, the fiscal deficit was 
rapidly corrected, in 1990 it was equivalent to 0.33% of the GDP and in 1991 a 
surplus was achieved of 0.08%. These proportions are small in intemational terms 
and, in particular, in the Latin American context (Graph 4). 

The Foreign Sector 

The structural change applied to the Colombian economy is evidenced by a greater 
intensity in the foreign sector. The transformation of Colombia's economy during the 
80's in this area is to be noted, particularly in the second half of the decade. The last 
line on table 4 shows the balance of the country's intemational reserves for certain 
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selected years. In 1980, Colombia had close to US$5.4 billion in intemational 
reserves, by 1985 this amount dropped to US$3.2 billion and since it has risen 
steadily, to over US$6.5 billion in 1991, with an estimated US$8.5 billion for 1992. 

The manner Colombia accumulates intemational reserves has undergone great 
transformations. In 1980, the country's total imports of goods exceeded exports, with 
the consequent commercial deficit. The results of the balance of services counteracted 
this situation only in part, so that the result of the balance of payments was negative. 
It was only the entry of long-term capitals, principally through the contracting of debt, 
that allowed the balance of the reserves to be positive and that was responsible for its 
continued growth. 

In the past years, the situation has changed drastically. Since the mid-80's, the country 
has been showing a commercial surplus, with exports growing faster than imports. In 
1991, the commercial surplus reached US$3 billion, close to 6% of the GDP. In the 
meantime, the result of the balance of services remained more or less stable, allowing 
for the balance in current account a more and more favorable conduct. These highly 
positive results in the externa! area have kept up during 1992 and it may be expected 
that they will remain so in 1993. However, a greater growth in imports may indicate a 
lower commercial surplus in relation to the GDP, but this will be offset by a solid 
capital account, due to the massive entry of prívate capital, chief among which is the 
flow of foreign investment, estimated at over US$500 million for 1992. 

The growing strength of the foreign sector is also manifest in a constant improvement 
of the foreign indebtedness indicators (Table 5). The total of the foreign debt in 1985 
was equivalent to 44% of the GDP, but this percentage has been decreasing steadily in 
the past years, to reach 33.2% in 1991. The total servicing of the debt has increased as 
a proportion of the GDP, but this is due to the fact that the country is making great 
effort to amortize the previous debt. The rate of entering in to new debts has decreased 
thanks to the availability of foreign resources. The slower rhythm of new debts is 
reflected in the reduction of payments of interest as a proportion of the GDP, which 
were equivalent to 22% of the revenue in current account in 1985, but dropped to 
13.5% in 1991. It may be mentioned, also, that Colombia was the only Latín 
American country which did not default on its payments nor applied for the 
renegotiation of its foreign debt throughout the 80's. 

Imports and Exports 

It is worth highlighting the behavior of Colombia's balance of trade. Table 6 shows 
that as recently as 1985, coffee sales accounted for 45% of the total exports of goods. 
The remainder was distributed among non-traditional exports (30%), petroleum and 
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derivates (11 %), coal (3%), ferronidcel (2%), and gold (10%). This was approximately 
the distribuúon of the proceeds from exports that had prevailed for various decades 
and which meam a high dependence of the entire conduct of the economy on the 
fluctuations of the intemational coffee prices. The cycle of coffee prices harJ 
determined the country's fortunes in the economic field up to that time. 

However, in the second half of the 80's, sorne very significam changes suddeniy 
occurred on the exports scene. Oil discoveries converted Colombia, for the first time 
in many years, in to a net exponer of hydrocarbons, exports of coal increased, and 
there started a boom in the non-traditional exports (agricultura! and industrial). 

According to statisúcs for 1991, coffee in that year represented merely 19.3% of the 
exports of goods, while the share of petroleum and its derivates rose to 18.5%, of coa! 
to 7.8%, and of non-traditional exports to 48.4%. The average annual growth of 
petroleum and oil product exports was 23.2% from 1985 to 1991, while the non
traditional exports showed an average rate of growth of 22.1 %. 

The growth in the exports of hydrocarbons originated from certain substantial 
discoveries of crude, which in tum were a direct consequence of the petroleum policy 
adopted by Colombia since the first half of the 1970's. 

The expansion of the non-traditional exports, in tum, originated primarily from the 
stability of the economic policy and, in parúcular, from the sustained fa vorable real 
rate of exchange (Graph 5). Colombia undertook a drastic adjustment of the rate of 
exchange in the mid-80's, in order to correct an artificial overvaluation accumulated 
since the late 70's. Between the end of 1983 and 1986, the actual rate of exchange was 
devalued 65%. Since then, the rate of exchange has kept more or less stable, with an 
actual devaluation of 4.5% per annum between 1986 and 1989. Subsequently, between 
1989 and 1990, the actual rate was again devalued 13.5%. During 1991 and 1992, the 
rate of exchange stability has been the subject matter of considerable economic 
discussion, due to the buoyant extemal posiúon of Colombia's economy. In the light 
of an unprecedented leve! of intemational reserves, the real rate of exchange has been 
revalued 7.5% since the last months of 1990. Nevertheless, the rate of exchange still 
remains at levels in excess of the rate prevailing in 1986. 

The non-traditional exports have taken advantage of this situation, despite the fact that 
the revaluation of the rate of exchange affected their ímpetus during 1992. A~ 

mentioned above, the average annual growth of these exports has been at a rate of 
22.1% per annum since 1985. As shown in Table 7, these exports are c;uitr:• 
diversified, with agricultura) exports generating only 30% of the non-tradi' IOIMI 
exports. The principal non-traditional exports goods are garments, bananas, fio\\ l!rs, 
food products, and chemicals. 
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As regards the markets for Colombian exports (Table 8), United States currently holds 
frrst place, in purchasing close to 45% of the total exports. It is followed by the 
European Economic Community, with 25%, and Latín America, with 10%. The 
distribution of imports by country of origin presents a similar order, although the 
amounts are slightly different. United States has a 35% share of total Colombian 
imports, the EEC 21%, and Latín America 18%. Japan provides 4% of the exports and 
9% of the imports. 

The composition of imports has also shown changes (Table 9). The impons showing 
the fastest rate of growth are consumer goods (panicularly durable items), and capital 
goods, especially those directed at the manufacturing industry. The growth of total 
imports, however. has been relatively low, namely 3.2% asan annual average between 
1985 and 1991. It is expected that impons will show bigger growth in 1992, dueto 
the acceleration of the trade liberalization policy undenaken by the present 
Government. The statistics available for the first trimester of the presem year show a 
rate of growth slightly bigger than the average for the past six years (3.7%). 

Summing up, the externa) sector changes have had a profound macroeconomic impact 
of the country. There is much less dependence on coffee, so that the fluctuations of 
coffee prices no longer have an excessive effect on the country's balance of trade. At 
the same time, the diversification of foreign income implies that the handling of the 
foreign front has become much more complicated and more difficult to forecast than 
has been the case in the past. 
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Table 3 
COLOMBIA: ANNUAL GROWTH OF THE GDP BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

------- ----
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

---------------- --------- ------- ----- ------- ----- ------- ----- ------- - ----- -- -------- ----- -

Coffee -6,3 27,3 12,7 5,0 N.O. 

Rest of the Agricultura! 5,5 4,6 3,7 1,3 3,6 - 4,6 

Sector 

Mining 11,6 8,0 0,8 11 18,6 

Industry and Services 5,6 6,6 -0,5 2,6 5,5 

(except for Government) 

Construction -8,1 -15,1 4,2 11 7 

Government Services 4,0 7,1 5,0 1,6 N.O. 

Total 3,4 4,1 2,3 2,5 - 3,0 4,3 - 5,4 

---- ----
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Table 4 
COLOMBIA: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (MILLIONS OF US$) 

--- --------- -- ------------------ ---
1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1990 1991 1992 

--------- --------- ------------ ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ ---

Exports of goods 3724 3782 5332 5254 5343 7064 7623 7375 

Imports of goods 4148 3673 3409 3793 4515 5108 4536 5535 

Balance of trade -424 109 1923 1461 281 1957 3087 1842 

Balance of payments -174 ..... 463 -20 -215 532 2453 1477 

Capital account 818 2220 1078 -9 938 -93 -788 546 

Balance of reserves 5416 3194 3478 3450 3809 4598 6517 8540 

------------------------------------------------

Foreign Debt (\ of GDP) 

Debt Servicing/ 
Revenue in Current Account 

Interest on Debt/ 
Revenue in Current Account 

Table 5 
COLOMBIA: FOREIGN DEBT INDICATORS 

- --- --------- -----------------------
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

--- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- ------
43,6 43,4 43,6 41,7 39,9 36,1 33,2 31,3 

36,5 32, o 41,2 44,5 49,1 41,9 38,7 39,0 

22,4 17,2 20,3 19,9 20,8 16,5 13,5 13, o 

--------- Table 6 ----------------------

COLOMBIA: COMPOSITION OF EXPORTS 

----
Annual Average 

Millions of US$ - FOB Share (\) Growth (\) 

--------- --------- -- --------- --- ---------
1985 1991 1985 1991 1985-1991 

- -------------- --------- -- --------- ---- --------- -- --------- ---- --- ---------
Coffee 1702,0 1411 45,0 18,3 -3,1 

Petroleum & Derivatives 409,0 1428 10,8 18,5 23,2 

Coal 126,0 598 3,3 7,8 29,6 

Ferronickel 55,0 136 1,5 1,8 16,3 

Gold 365,0 405 9,7 5,3 1,7 

Non-traditional 1125, o 3730 29,7 48,4 22,1 

Total 3782,0 7708 100,0 100 , 0 12,6 



Table 7 
COLOMBIA: NON-TRADITIONAL EXPORTS (1990) 

US$ Millions 

AGRICULTURAL: 799,5 
Bananas 314,2 
Flowers 226,4 
Crustaceans & Molluscs 62,9 
Cotton 46,2 
Tobacco 19,2 
Others 130,6 

INDUSTRIAL: 1476,0 
Garrnents 384,0 
Food products 247,4 
Chernicals 233,9 
Leather & Leather Goods 179,8 
Graphic Arts 122,4 
Machinery & Equiprnent 75,1 
Metallic Industries 71,4 
Yarns & Fabrics 65,4 
Non-Metallic Minerals 54,1 
Plastic Goods 24,6 
Transport Material 9,0 
Wood & Wooden Goods 8,9 

OTHERS: 464,7 

TOTAL 2740,2 

26 

Cornposition 
(%) 

29,2 
11,5 

8,3 
2,3 
1,7 
0,7 
4,8 

53,9 
14,0 

9,0 
8,5 
6,6 
4,5 
2,7 
2,6 
2,4 
2,0 
0,9 
0,3 
0,3 

17,0 

100,0 



Tab1e 8 
COLOMBIA: FORI!!IGN TRACE BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS (19901 

-------------
1985 

US$ Hl11lons 

EXPORS : 
--------- ----
!.AFTA 306,5 
Andean Pact 240,] 
Rest of LA.FT~ 66,2 

U.S.A. 1006,1 

EEC 1127.) 

Japan 147 . 9 

TOTAL )JI l. o 

IHl'ORTS : 

!.AFTA 934,8 
Ande<'~~n Pact 489,. 
Rest of LAFTA 445,4 

U. S.A. 1524. 1 

EEC 854 ,2 

Japan 467 ,] 

TOTAL 4688,9 

BALANCE OF TRACE: 

--------- ---------
LAFTA -628,] 
Andean Pact - 249,1 
Rest of !.AFTA -379,2 

U . S.A . -518, o 

EEC 273.1 

Japan -319,4 

TOTAL -1377.9 

Share 

"' 
9,] 
7 ,) 
2. o 

JO, 4 

J4 , 0 

4. 5 

100,0 

19,9 
10,4 

9, 5 

32,5 

18,2 

10, o 

100. o 

1990 

US$ Hilllons 

651.8 
)12,1 
279,1 

)005, o 

1716,1 

259,0 

6765,0 

1025,8 
47),6 
552,2 

1979,) 

1160,3 

496,2 

5588,5 

- )74,0 
-100,9 
-273. 1 

1025,7 

555,8 

-237,2 

1176,5 

Share ,,, 

9,6 
5, 5 
4,1 

44,4 

25,4 

), 8 

100,0 

18,. 
a. 5 
9. 9 

]5, 4 

2ry, 8 

8, 9 

100, o 

· Average 
Annua1 
Growth 
1985-90 

16,) 
9,2 

)) ,] 

24,5 

8,8 

11,9 

15,4 

1, 9 
-o, 1 
4,4 

5, 4 

6, 3 

1, 2 

), 6 
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Table 9 
COLOMBIA: IMPORTS BY USE OR ECONOMIC DESTINATION 

(US$ Millions of US$ - CIF) 

(US$ Millions CIF) Share (%) 
- - - --- - - - -- --- -- -- ---- - - -

1985 1991 1985 1991 
--- -- - - - --- - --- --

Consumer Goods 332,7 576,4 8,1 11,5 
Non-Durable 177,6 325,3 4,3 6,5 
Durable 155,1 251,1 3,8 5,0 

Raw Materials & 
Intermediate Products 2434,1 2784,7 58,9 55,7 
Fuels 481,3 286,4 11,7 5,7 
Agriculture 173,3 227,3 4,2 4,5 
Mfg. Industry 1779,5 2271, o 43,1 45,4 

Capital Goods 1307' 5 1579,0 31,7 31,6 
Construction Materia1s 256,6 114,8 6,2 2,3 
Agriculture 15,0 23,5 0,4 0,5 

Mfg. Industry 672,6 1121' 1 16,3 22,4 
Transport Equipment 363,3 319,6 8,8 6,4 

"Non-Classified Goods 56 , 4 59,8 1,4 1,2 

TOTAL 4130,7 4999,9 100,0 100,0 

Average Annual 
Growth (%) 

1985-1991 

9,6 
10,6 
8,4 

2,3 
-8,3 
4,6 
4,1 

3,2 
-1<!,5 

7,8 
8,9 

-2,1 

1,0 

3,2 
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THE STRA TEGY FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIBERALIZA TION AND 
INDUSTRIAL MODERNIZATION 

BACKGROUND 

Since the 1930's, Colombia has followed a development model based upon the 
substitution of imports, similar to that of most of Latin American economies. The 
main feature of this model was protection of national products through quantitative 
controls of imports and high tariffs. The degree of this protection varied according to 
the conditions of the externa! sector, which changed from periods of lack of currency 
to others of abundance, and this was mostly due to changes in the intemational coffee 
market. 

In the fust half of the 1980's , Colombia had sorne macroeconomic imbalances caused 
by the Latin American crisis with its extemal debt. To correct them, in 1984 and 1985, 
a strict adjustment program was carried out under the supervision of the IMF. The 
program was successful for it eliminated the current account deficit, reduced fiscal 
deficit to levels below 2% of the GIP and prevented aggregate production levels from 
dropping, such as occurred in all the other countries in the area. 

Nevertheless, during the next years it became evident that the stabilization achieved 
was not enough to obtain the high growth rates of previous decades. As a result of the 
model based on the substitution of imports, the industrial sector had lost its capacity to 
change and had been showing low levels of growth. The lack of competition and 
difficulties in making imports had caused a great technological set back in most of the 
industrial branches. Under these circumstances, in February of 1990, the govemment 
of President Virgilio Barco announced a program of trade liberalization in order to 
remove import barriers. The govemment of President César Gaviria, begun in August 
1990, decided to increase the program so as to make a great change in the country's 
economic development strategy. 

The new strategy is based upon the intemationalization of the Colombian economy in 
order to improve its share of world markets. The intemationalization concept includes 
three complementary elements: the trade liberalization of the economy. the 
modemization of the productive structure and the restructuring of public entities in 
order to adapt them to the needs of the prívate sector. In this section a summary of the 
trade liberalization and modemization policies will be made. The restructuring of the 
public sector will be taken care of in another section. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIBERALIZA TION POLICIES 

Imports policy 

The import liberalization policy is the most important part of the trade liberalization 
strategy. 

With the liberalization of imports, national production must confront foreign 
competition in order to force itself LO modemize and increase its competitiveness. 

Quantitative controls 

In February 1990, began the elimination process of the quantitalive controls which had 
been the base for the foreign trade policy since the 1950's. Although at that lime the 
system was not at its most restriclive stage, about 60% of tariff positions needed a 
license to be imported. The elimination process of controls began slowly specially for 
goods such as consumer ones for their potential demand was not known and because 
there was the danger of an extemal crisis due to the increase in imports. Nevertheless, 
since the in crease of imports was moderate, the liberalization process increased and by 
the end of 1990 the licence system for imports was abolished. Only controls on 
armaments and certain drugs were maintained. 

Tariff Policy 

The change process of the tariff policy also began slowly. The objective of the 
process was to reduce and homogenize tariffs, for the existing tariff schedule of 1990 
was rather complex, with over 14 different tariff levels and an average tariff rate of 
45%, including a surcharge on all imports which originally had amounted toan 18%. 

Although in the beginning the govemment considered that the decrease in tariff rates 
should be gradual, in mid 1991 it was seen that this strategy was counterproduclive 
because the prospect of future tariff rate decreases and the uncertainty were discou
raging imports. Therefore, in September 1991 the govemment decided to reduce all 
tariff cates to levels which initially should have been reached in 1994. The greatest 
decreases regarding the inilial situalion were for durable consumer goods (including 
cars) . There were also important reduclions for construclion equipment, transportalion 
equipment and diverse goods. lnilially there were 4 basic tariff levels; 0.5,10, 15%, 2 
more levels for jeeps and cars of 50 and 75% and a surcharge for all these of 8%. In 
December of 1991 the surcharge was decreased LO 5% and in February of 1992 it was 
integrated to the existing tariff levels. At present, there are 4 basic tariff levels: 
5,10,15,20%. For cars, there are two levels 35 and 40%, there are no surcharges. 
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The resulting structure is a tariff program that gives greater effective protection to 
consumer goods (38.2%) followed by raw materials (17.4%) and to a lesser extent 
capital goods (14.9%). 

It is important to take into account that the total liberalization of imports and the great 
decrease in tariff levels which have taken place in Colombia do not in any way 
endanger the strength of the balance of payments either in the short or the medium 
term. In this regard, it is important to mention that since mid 1990 there has been an 
important accumulation of intemational reserves due to the dynamism of exports and 
the retum to the country of great quantities of capital caused by the liberalization and 
the new exchange freedom which will be discussed later. Between 1990 and 1991 
intemational reserves increased from US$ 4500 million to US$6500 million, the latter 
being more than enough to pay for all goods imported to the country in over ayear. 

Export Promotion Policy 

The dynamism of Colombian exports has been true for sorne years now. Foreign sales 
have been increasing at a great rate since 1985, from US$ 3782 in that year to 
US$7623 in 1991. This is due to the increase in oil and coal exports and also to the 
development of non traditional exports. These went from US$1125 in 1985 to 
US$3730 in 1991. This progress was produced by an expon promotion policy which 
since 1967 has in a consistent manner been based upon 4 instruments; (1) a gradual 
devaluation policy-crawling peg, (2)a directed lending system, (3) an import system of 
duty free inputs and capital goods, and (4) a system of direct fiscal incentives. 

Exchange Rate 

In Colombia, since 1967 the dallar exchange rate was fixed daily by the Banco de la 
Republica. At this rate every authorized exchange operation was carried out, in order 
to maintain the competitiveness of Colombian export products. The real devaluation 
achieved since 1983 is quite important According to this figure, the profitability of 
the export business in 1990 is 102% greater than in 1983. This is also due to the great 
development of small exports since 1985 as can be seen in the chart. 

Since 1990 the daily mini-devaluation system was modified and more attention was 
given to the market when determining the exchange rate. The govemment fixes daily 
the exchange rate that determines the range in which market rate can move. The high 
value reached by the real exchange rate has meant that the reduction of the country's 
devaluation rate has been below the inflation rate and even nominal revaluations of 
the exchange rate. Between 1990 and 1991 the real exchange rate decreased 1.9% and 
in 1992 will decrease an additional 5.7%. But in 1991 non traditional exports 
increased 36% and in 1992 they have been quite stable. 
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Directed Lending 

Loans directed to the export sector have been the most stable incentive for exports and 
one of the more efficient because it has counteracted the limitations of the Colombian 
financial system, and has been able to take care of the high financia! demands of 
exports. The financial support of the export sector has usually been through short term 
resources, although there are postshipment lines of credit for buyers and different 
financiallines for investment projects. 

Following a tendency of the whole Colombian financia} system, in the last years 
interest rates for loans to exporters have increased until becoming a little greater than 
the inflation rate. Thus the financial subsidy inherent to these loans has been 
eliminated, for it was not essential for the efficiency of the instrument, the availability 
and permanence of the lent resources are on the other hand very important, and it 
would not be possible if the interest rates continued to be subsidized. 

The entity who is in charge of the financia! policy of the export sector is BAN
COLDEX, previously PROEXPO, which additionally carries out promotion abroad 
and trade assistance. PROEXPO's capital of aprox, US$ 600 million were transfered to 
the new Export Import Bank. The resources which can be generated are several times 
greater than the capital in order to continue supporting the development of non 
traditional Colombian exports, which at present account for over US$ 3500 million a 
year. 

Vallejo Plan 

This is a system through which raw materials for the production of export goods can 
enter the country free of duty. This mechanism was very important for certain 
industrial export sectors, for it did not allow them to be affected by the import controls 
and high tariff rates of the past. 

Direct Fiscal Incentives for Exports 

The Tax Refund Certificate (CERT) is a mechanism used in Colombia to pay as a 
fiscal incentive to exporters a percentage of the value of sales abroad of products 
different from coffee,oil and coal. The CERT is a financia! instrument which can be 
used for the payment of taxes or sold at a small discount in the secondary market. The 
liberalization measures and the restructuring of the economy have decreased the 
importance of this instrument which has existed since 1967. It is quite possible that the 
govemment will continue to promote the CERT's reduction and simplification and will 
practically be eliminated in a few years. 
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Regional Integration Agreements 

As part of the internationalization strategy and taking advantage of interests in 
common with other countries in the area, Colombia has adopted a policy of active 
international relations. In frrst place, it has made it possible to reestablish negotiations 
within the Andean Pact, which includes Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador and 
Bolivia This agreement had practically not been enforced during the last decade. 
There have also been negotiation for agreements with other countries. Of these, the 
most important is the group of three, made up by Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. 
This group has been very dynamic since its beginning in March 1989 and has 
consolidated since September 1990 as a political dialogue vehicle and a mechanism 
of cooperation and economic integration of the 3 countries. In general terms, there is 
a strong tendency towards integration of the economies in the continent, which is 
summarized in "the America's initiative" of President Bush, which has as objective the 
organization of a vast free trade area in the continent Although this objective is quite 
big, the agreements achieved among groups of countries do point in that direction. 

Following is the summary of the state of the intemational agreements signed by 
Colombia: 

a) Andean Pact: Venezuela , of the five countries which make up the agreement, is 
the country with which integration has advanced the most Venezuela has become the 
third trade partner of Colombia, together with the United States and the European 
Economic Community. Since 1992 commerce between Venezuela and Colombia has 
been liberated from all tariffs and restrictions. Only in the iron and steel sector it has 
been agreed to maintain an administered commerce until December 1993. These 
achievements in the commercial area have been complemented by agreements in other 
areas such as air traffic in which the frequency of flights between the two countries 
has greatly increased. Regarding telecommunications, calls between the two countries 
are considered local, thus decreasing their costs. As to energy, there are agreements 
about electricity interconnection. There have been agreements regarding guarantee of 
investments between the two countries. As to customs, agreements that ensure a 
coordination of the service between the two countries ha ve been signed. 

Negotiations with Ecuador have advanced considerably and in the same direction of 
the ones with Venezuela, although this country wants a greater degree of gradualness 
in the agreements. With Peru and Bolivia advances have not been great. In Bolivia's 
case, there is until December 1993 to achieve total trade liberalization with the 
member countries. 
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b) Group of Three: From the agreement reached in the Guadalajara meeting of July 
1991, the ministry of Commerce has 1ooked for a greater degree of gradualness in the 
organization of a free trade area between the three countries, according adjustments to 
the dates of liberalization previously agreed upon. The three countries have agreed to 
extend the due dates. 

The negotiations with Mexico have advanced significantly. Regarding commercial 
policy, already exists a first draft of the agreement to be signed between the two 
countries, although differences still subsist in areas like the incentives for exports, 
safeguards and solutions to controversies. Referring to the program of liberalization 
of commerce, the authorization foarn the Cartagena Agreement to negotiate with 
Mexico has already been obtained. Until now the following has been proposed: i) total 
elimination of tariff barriers and restrictions within 6 years starting January 1 1993, 
except for products which need a special treatment; ii)immediate liberalization for 
products which are not produced locally; iii) the removal of non duty restrictions and 
the application of maximum duties at the initiation of the reduction of tariffs.; iv) 
establishment of a special list of products which require special treatment • with a 
reduction in tariffs over an eight year period; v) establishment of a list of sector 
agreements of integration to promote complementary industrial processes among 
enterprises of two or more countries. 

In the negotiation about the list of products subject to special treatment, enterprises of 
the different countries have been taken into account. Colombia has comparative 
advantages in light industries and agriculture and disadvantages in petrochemistry • 
iron and steel, transportation equipment and metalmechanics. A preliminary proposal 
of the lists of products to be liberalized has been elaborated, classified in four main 
lists (immediate, slow, slower and special), depending on the degree of sensitivity of 
the products to Mexican competition. 

e) Agreements with Chile: Both govemments have already agreed to sigo a free trade 
agreement that seeks a total elimination of tariffs. Colombia has already obtained the 
authorization of the Cartagena Agreement to initiate negotiations. Venezuela signed, 
the past 8 of September, a free trade agreement with Chile. Hence, Colombia's efforts 
have been directed toward the fulfillment of a trilateral pact between Colombia, 
Venezuela and Chile, based on the resolution signed between the two last of this 
countries. The central issues that would be proposed are: (i) a list of immediate 
elimination of tariffs (Venezuela did not include this list); (ii) two list of gradual 
liberalization (slow and slower); (iii) a special treatment for sorne sensitive products. 

With these agreements, in the near future, it will be possible to have a great free trade 
zone between Colombia, Mexico, Chile and Venezuela (who has also similar 
agreements with the other two countries). 
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Foreign Investment Policy 

During the last decades, Colombia has had a strict control for foreign capital, with 
strong restrictions on profit remittance and participation percentages. These controls 
greatly limits the amount of foreign investrnent in the country, except for the big 
investrnents made by foreign companies in the oil or mining sectors. The 1990 reform 
represents a great change for foreign investrnent in Colombia. The principal elements 
of the new regulations for foreign investrnent in Colombia are: 

a) Equal conditions for the national and the foreign investor. Among others, this 
means free access to interna} credit or any benefit or support offered to national 
productors. It also means an equal income tax rate, which according to the new tax 
law is 35.2% in effective terms. 

b) Guarantee of stability in conditions for foreign investrnent: conditions of operation 
can not be changed for the worst regarding foreign investrnent ( except in the remote 
possibility of an exchange crisis which could reduce intemational reserves to an 
amount below the equivalent of three months of imports ) . 

e) Freedom of entry to foreign capital ( except in sectors such as public utilities, 
mining and petroleum, and certain cases of the financia! sector, for which it is 
necessary to obtain authorization from the appropriate entity). 

d) Free remittance of yearly profits equivalent to 100% of capital ( 25% had 
previously been the maximum) . There is also freedom of total or partial remittance of 
capital at any time. 

e) Special rate of 12% from 1993 for dividends or participations received by non 
resident or resident foreigners and for remittance of commercial profits of branches of 
foreign companies or entities. In 1994 the rate will be reduced to 10%, in 1995 to 8% 
and from 1996 on will be 7%. In the hydrocarbon sector the rate will be 15% from 
1993 to 1995, and 12% for the following years. 

f) Foreign capital invesunent funds who invest in a portfolio of stockexchange 
Colombian assets, have at present two different tax regimes. According to law 49 of 
1990, said funds must pay income tax. The base for taxes is determined by 
commercial profit after the exchange profit and has arate of 12%. This will continue 
in force until December 31, 1992. Law 6 of 1992 establishes that said funds do not 
pay income taxes on profits eamed by its activities, unless these correspond to 
financia! eamings or dividends of a company which does not pay taxes. In these cases 
the rate is 30%, and the system starts to apply on January 1993. 
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g) The special conditions for the hydrocarbons sector implies that there is no 
obligation to bring to the country or sell to the Banco de la Republica or the financia! 
system the currency obtained by the sale of the crude. Currency for payments abroad 
can not be bought from the Colombian financia! system .lnvestments in petroleum 
activities require a previous authorization given by the Ministry of Mines and Energy. 
Mining projects with investments greater than US$ 100 million require said 
authorization. 

Exchange controls 

Since 1967 and up to 1991, legislation regarding exchange transactions had been 
based upon a system of strict controls of all trade or financia! operations. This 
legislation changed in 1991 as part of the liberalization program. The new exchange 
regime has the following characteristics: 

a) The financia! system is now in charge of the currency market. Thc Central Bank , 
who previously took part in every exchange transaction, is now only a regulator of the 
market. 

b) The currencies originated in trade of goods and financia! transactions must be 
negotiated in the financia! system. But all the control systems and authorizations 
which complicated exchange transactions have been eliminated. 

e) Currency originated by services rendered by Colombians abroad, tourism and 
donations can be freely negotiated both abroad or in Colombia. This freedom of 
exchange also applies to capital owned abroad before the new laws and that has taken 
advantage of the fiscal arnnisty offered to it. 

d) Although the law did not establish the mechanism for determining the exchange 
rate, since 1990 the mini devaluation system determined by govemment was modified 
to allow a greater influence of market forces in the determination of the exchange rate. 
The authorities determine a range in which the exchange rate can freely move, 
according to the expected exchange rate and the interest rate. 

The new exchange legislation has created a good climate which has fostered the retum 
of a great amount of Colombian capital that had been abroad. The amount of capital 
that has come in has been such that authorities have established a temporary 
mechanism to differ to 360 days the exchange of these currencies into national 
currency ( exchange certificates) and a withholding of 10% on income from abroad 
was determined by decree 1085 of July 1992. 
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TRANSPORTA TION POLICY 

Sea 

The sea transportation policy has been changed so as to be in accordance with the 
intemationalization of the economy. In another section the matter of privatization of 
ports will be treated, which is part of the more general policy of modemization and 
efficiency of transportation of goods within and outside the country. Private 
ownership will mean that port operators will have to compete among themselves in 
rates and services to be able to attend the cargo ships. 

Regarding conditions for sea transpon, the rule according to which a certain per
centage of the different expon or impon goods had to be transported in ships of 
Colombian flag has changed .Only a criteria of reciprocity will be taken into account 
according to the conditions offered by other countries to the Colombian ships. 

The new policy has established complete freedom in detennination of rates. Routes 
can also be freely detennined by transport companies, thus eliminating the exclusive 
assignment of routes to detennined companies. 

A ir 

Within the negotiations of the Andean Pact, there have been agreements of "open 
skies" with Ecuador and Venezuela so as to allow enterprises from other countries to 
cover national and intemational air routes. This will allow greater efficiency in 
transpon of passengers and certain type of cargo between neighbor countries, thus 
contributing to the integration process. For air cargo transpon there is also a policy of 
"open skies" at the intemationallevel. 

THE STRATEGY FOR INDUSTRIAL ANO LABOR MODERNIZATION 

Industrial Policy 

The govemment's industrial policy is directed towards correcting the backwardness of 
technology in many Colombian industrial sectors due to the old strategy of protection. 
The govemment knows that only exposing to intemational competition will not 
produce greater levels of productivity and competition. Thus, the liberalization, which 
is the main element of the industrial policy, must be complemented by a policy of 
technological development and of investrnent promotion. This policy has three basic 
objectives: expon development, industrial conversion and promotion of new sectors 
with high technological development potential. The main elements can be summa
rized as follows: 
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a) Credit Policy: its objective is to finance the changes needed by enterprises to cope 
with the intemationalization of the economy. There is the reconverting credit line of 
the World Bank for US$200 million. The Industrial Promotion Institute IFI will have 
an important role as an investment bank. This entity will emphasize on long term 
credit for new investment programs. To this end, the New Investment Projects Fund 
will be created with the funds from the privatization of enterprises in which IFI 
participates. Also, Colombia has come to be included in the "Cheyson Facility" of the 
European Economic Community, which gives support to new investment programs in 
developing countries. The credit organization will be aided by BANCOLDEX and the 
Financial Development Corporation which concentrates on small and medium 
industries. 

b) Technological Development Policy: There has been an administrative restructuring 
of the govemment entities who are in charge of supporting transference, creation and 
transmission of technology within the industry. This effort will be supported by 
availability of resources for development from the Industrial Technological 
Development Centers and programs for human capital development ect.. 

e) Deregulation Programs : A process to reduce all formalities and simplífy the 
govemment's control system of the productive entities . A special deregulation 
program has been developed for the automobile industry which is one of the most 
regulated: many of the existing regulations have been eliminated ( limit to the number 
of models) , a requirement for a national aggregate has been established and the 
positive list system was eliminated. 

d) Anti-monopoly law: A project of law was recently presented to Congress. A law to 
change legislation regarding monopolies, laws that have been in operation since 1959 
.The project does not wish to end monopolies, only to relieve de bad effects of them 
upon the consumer. 

Labor Regulations 

The labor market in Colombia is free. Contracts and negotiations usually are done on 
an individual basis. Collective bargaining is used in a small portion of the labor force 
(union workers were only 7.8% of the total work force in 1990). It can be said that the 
un ion movement has lost a lot of strength in the last decade. 

Market forces have an important role in the determination of salaries.Although there is 
a mínimum salary, salaries in the industry and the modem sector of the economy are 
quite independent from it and the govemment salaries. 
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Salary adjusunents usually occur once a year. In the case of collective bargaining, 
salaries are adjusted every two years. The arnount of the adjusunent is associated with 
the inflation rate of the previous 12 months, in order to maintain or increase the real 
salary level. Although the situation of the labor market does influence the percentage 
of salary increases, during the last 20 years the real salary level has increased at a rate 
of 2% per year. 

In addition to the salary, there are other benefits such as 15 working days of vacation a 
year, half a salary in June andan other in December, anda compulsory savings for the 
worker which is equivalent to one month of salary per year worked and is given to him 
when he leaves the company or for the purchase of housing. There are other payments 
which must be made to entities of social security, the worker must also con tribute. 
These entities are the Social Security, the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare and 
Sena (government entity for training). Total benefits are about 50% of the basic salary. 
Although it is high, it is similar to the proportion of non salary costs compared to total 
labor costs of other countries: in 1981 it was 37% in the United S tates, 41% in Great 
Britain and 51% in Germany. It appears that these costs are similar in the countries of 
the Andean Pact. 

Colombian Labor legislation was changed in 1990 as part of the reform to achieve 
modernalization of the economy. Labor regulations used to have rules which 
prevented from having flexibility in contracting and dismissíng workers, whích made 
it difficult for enterprises to adjust íts workíng force to its needs. In answer to these 
restriction, companies had found ways of contracting which did not present these 
restrictions but that íncreased to a great extent the unstableness of the employment, 
thus deterioratíng the workers' conditions and the company's productivíty. 

These problems were solved with the new legislatíon. An important change was the one 
regarding the compulsory savings. For previously, all salary increases affected the 
savings amount, even ifpart of it had been already used by the worker. Dueto inflation, 
this increased a lot the labor costs, specially in the case of employees who have worked 
for a long time in the company. With the new regulations, the amount is calculated each 
year and deposited in special funds for this matter which offer interests at lcast equal to 
those given by the financial system. 

Another rule was eliminated. According to it, if a worker who had worked for the 
company for over 10 years, was dísmissed, he could ask through a labor tribunal to be 
contracted once more. The two previous elements were responsible for the high rotation 
of labor in Colombian companies (average length of employment in the prívate sector is 
only 4.5 years) and also caused a great use of temporary workers. 
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The new legislation made the labor day more flexible, specially for the new 
enterprises. It also allows to pay an integral salary (which includes all non salary 
payments) for salaries of high level in order to reduce the company uncertainty about 
labor costs. 
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STA TE MODERNIZATION AND PRIVATIZA TION 

Opposite to what occurs in many developing countries, in Latin America as well as in 
the rest of the world, in Colombia the presence of State in the economic activity is not 
excessive. Similarly, the process of privatizing does not offer big advantages as a 
source of resources to cover fiscal gaps. The problem in this country, rather than the 
size of lhe S tate, is its inefficient performance. 

No doubt, State participation in lhe economic activity has been increasing through 
time. Participation of public investment in total Colombian investment increased from 
31% in 1970 to 46%, in 1990; Govemment expenditures tumed from 9% of the GDP 
in 1950 to 18% in 1990; and its contribution to the total national value added 
increased from 9% in 1950 to 21% in 1986. Nevertheless, the levels achieved (with 
the probable exception of public investment wilh respect to national total) are not 
particularly high in the intemational field. 

The direct activity of the State in the economy has shown the higher growlh in the 
mine and quarry sectors (primarily in lhe exploitation of exportable products such as 
coal and oil), the manufacturing industries, and electricity, gas and water. However, 
the cases in which public activity generates a major percentage of national total are 
limited to mining and to electricity, gas, water, and public services production which 
in Colombia are almost completely handled by the S tate. 

The State is also present to a great extent in the financial sector. Its participation was 
increased in the first half of lhe 80's, when a serious financial crisis forced the 
Govemment to intervene directly on sorne institutions in order to limit the effects of 
the crisis on lhe system aggregate. In lhe manufacturing industry, though, its presence 
is relatively small, comprising around 10% of the total. 

Even though the size of the State may not be considered as a serious problem in 
Colombia, lhere is consensus on the public performance being much less efficient than 
what it should be. Presently measures in various fields are being taken in order to 
correct this problem. The main ones are descentralizing, reducing the official payroll, 
and introducing a greater competition in a~tivities that until today have been attended 
by State monopolies (privatizing forms part of this latter component). The field of 
action of these initiatives is not excluding, so that in sorne arcas the lhree solutions 
may be applied at the same time. 

Within this framework initiatives on privatlZlng will have a quick flourishing in 
Colombia in the near future. The main areas are ports, refuse collection, lhe electric 
sector, telecommunications and sorne manufacturing companies and financia! 
institutions. 
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DECENTRALIZA TION 

Colombia has lived an accelerated descentralizing process since the frrst half of the 
80's. Through this mechanism it is intended to free the central govemment from a 
series of tasks that it can not perforrn in an efficient way, and to transfer them to the 
local administrations, that are closer to the citizens, that can understand better their 
needs and are subject to a more intense fiscalizing on their part. Through the previous 
decade an important development on legislation of descentralizing was achieved, 
particularly in what pertains to transference of central govemment resources to 
regional entities and to the popular election of mayors in the municipalities. The issue 
of descentralizing was raised to the category of constitutional norrn in the new 19Q ¡ 
Constitution. 

The first experiences on eliminating entities dependent on the central govemment took 
place also in the past decade, as well as their substitution for others with the 
administrative responsibility at a local level. During the 90's it is expected that this 
change will be extended toa wide universe of activities. 

The main idea behind this policy is that the Nation should move away gradually from 
the majority of the areas in which is at present executing and will dedícate mainly to 
planify, to fix general policies and to control. The municipalities will be the executors 
by excellence in the field of public works and provision of basic services, and will 
receive financia! support from the Nation to the extent that they are able to perforrn a 
proportional effort in generating their own resources. Departments will planify at 
their leve!, and will be executors in those cases in which the size of the works will 
surpass the capacities of the municipalities.(Annexe 1). 

This is equivalent to forrnulating a basic transformation in the institutions that forrn 
pan of the State. In all cases, the transference of tasks implies the clearing or the 
substantial reduction in the size of the central institutions that were encharged of them. 
Already there exist concrete action plans in di verse areas. 

In health, the big hospitals will depend on the departments, while the municipalities 
will attend the health posts ( this means that the municipality will attend the minor 
cases and the department the mayor). This will demand for the reestructuring of the 
National Health Service, that has been designed to attend all kinds of cases, from 
vaccination to hospitalizing. 

In education, the responsibility of hiring teachers will be shifted from the Nation 10 the 
municipalities. This, in turn, forces the revision of tasks of the Ministry of Education. 
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With respect to construction of roads, the Nation will be encharged only of those of 
national importance, with greater incidence on the plans of economic liberalizing, 
giving priority to the ones that communicate the interior of the country wíth the ports. · 
The regions wiU buílt and keep their own roads (at present, only 10% of the ways that 
are attended by the Nation are national). 

In these and in other cases, the Nation will be concentrated in the planning and control 
tasks, and in the handling of credit. In summary, the national govemment should not 
perform tasks that can be carried out by others more efficiently. Local entities as well 
as the prívate sector can replace the Nation in its executing tasks . Execution should be 
done by whoever is in best condítions to respond with actions befare the users, gíven 
sorne restrictions of scale operatíon and cost. 

GREATER COMPETITION 

As the distance that separates users from suppliers of public goods and services gets 
smaller thanks to descentralizing, it is expected to obtain a greater efficiency in the 
public performance. However, this is not enough. The objective will not be achieved 
if the conditions that allow the State to occupy monopoly positions in the supply of 
certain goods and services, prevail, specially in the provision of public services. 

The objective, apart from opening up space to the competítion, is that the govemment 
should not have at the same time a monopoly as a producer and the regulator task in 
an economíc activity. When the govemment has an interest in production and at the 
same time sets the rules of the game, there is a high probability that it will use this 
latter function in its own benefit. 

In the plans of change the criteria is to break the monopolies in those markets where 
the State has control. This is considered to be more important than privatizing itself. 
The presence of competition is essential, if the tasks are carried out by the prívate 
sector, or íf they are kept in the hands of the same public sector. In deed, these 
policies have been formulated short ago, and changes can not expected to occur form 
night to day. However, there are already concrete initiatives for sorne crucial activities 
in the economic life of the country. 

A good example of the inconvenience of having a regulating entity subject to conflicts 
of interest is the electric sector. The shareholders that ruled the company that sets the 
interconnection tariffs, Interconexin Elctrica (ISA), were their own clients as well and 
the prices of the service of energy transfer were fixed according to their convenience. 
This was one of the main causes for the deep financia} crisis of the sector, the 
uncontrol in which the frrms of the electric sector fell and the severe energetic 
rationing that the country has endured since March 1992. 
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The electric sector will become a pilot case for the new squeme. A central entity has 
been created, the National Energetic Commission, encharged of the planning and 
regulation in the sector. Competition among suppliers will be increased, as there will 
be more autonomy between regional and local entities (dealers) to define to whom to 
bu y the energy. There will be free access to the interconnected net of energy and the 
role of ISA will be limited to operating this net. Finally, the prívate sector will be 
allowed to enter this field, as generator or as an energy distributor. 

REDUCTION OF STA TE PAYROLL 

Apart from the descentralizing and the introduction of a greater competition in the 
economic activities attended by the State, a plan destined to reduce the size of the 
payroll of the State institutions has started to be applied. Payrolls are frequently 
overdimensioned, among other reasons because the offering of public posts has been 
one of the traditional mechanisms to obtain votes in the political activity. This type of 
expense is very inflexible downwards, due to the cost, also political, that implies the 
expulsion of workers. 

The reduction of payrolls goes hand in hand with the other iniciatives mentioned 
befare. The restructuring of entities, the task dclegation and the disappearing of 
working posts, occur simultaneously in many cases. To facilitate the process, the 
present govemment issued Decree 1660 in 1991 which establishes voluntary retiring 
systems for state functionaries. This system fixes special bonus and indemnifications 
to the employees that accept to retire. In the same way, salary increases ha ve been 
projected to functionnaires of higher professional qualifications who were harmed by 
reduced wage adjustments in previous years. 

The result of these efforts is not negligible. According to a recent investigation of the 
Fiscal Policy Council (CONFIS), during 1991 17.598 persons retired from 12 entities 
and in the present year 16.566 workers in 16 additional entities have retired. These 
34.164 retired workers equal 5.3% of the public employees in the central sector. 

Nevertheless, without considering these achievements and the big reception to the 
Decree, the Supreme Court recently considered that the decree was violating the 
stability principie consecrated in the public adrninistration career. The fonner does 
not mean that there do not exist other instruments to achieve the objective searched, 
however ít obstructs the future plans to reduce personnel in certain S tate entíties. 

PRIV AT AZING INICIA TIVES 

It is within this general framework of State refonn that the privatizing iniciatives in 
Colombia should be understood. Privatizing is not an urgent need, as no important 
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fiscal resources can be expected that will allow for solving the State deficits. 
However, it is considered to contribute to the introduction of a higher competition, and 
through this way, to a greater efficiency and productivity, in activities that until now 
have been carried on by the public sector. The main privatizing activities that are 
presendy carried out in Colombia are the following: 

Banks 

Since the colombian financia! system crisis in 1982, the State was forced to intervene 
various institutions with the aim of controlling the darnage that was being caused and 
to return the trust in the system. Among the institutions intervened were the once 
biggest private bank of the country, "Banco de Colombia", along with others such as 
"Banco del Comercio", "Banco Tequendama", "Banco del Estado" and "Banco de los 
Trabajadores". 

The financia! crisis was gradually overcomed during the second half of the 80's, when 
a clearing of portfolio and a substancial increase in the capital through the whole 
system, took place. In the banks that were intervened, this process has taken longer 
than in other institutions. However, sorne of them have already achieved acceptable 
levels, and their performance indicators have been outstanding. 

From the beginning of the process the intention of returning the intervened banks to 
the private sector has existed. The policy took a concrete form in 1989, when a first 
squeme to undergo privatizing was created. However, this tria!, failed, mainly 
because a very rigid system was designed to be applied in the privatizing of all the 
entities, and many objetives were pretended to be achieved at the same time, among 
which were to return the banks to the public, to emocratize thier property and to obtain 
high prices for the institutions. 

In 1991 the reprivatizing polic of the banking entities has been modified, and is 
beginning to show results. The new policy gives priority to the return of banks to the 
private sector, obtaining prices that have relation with the prospect of future income 
flows (leaving as secondary the purpose of recovering the investrnents done by the 
public treasury when the intervention was necessary) and giving less importance to the 
possibility of widening democratizing to the property of institutions. 

As part of the sales strategy, it has been ensured that the entities ha ve clean financia! 
accounts before they are offered to the public. The sales have been favoured by the 
new legislation on the financia! system, thus creating a much more adequate 
framework than in the past for the development of this activity and gives more 
freedom for foreign investrnent participation. 
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Moreover a guarantee has been issued to ensure that eventual liabilities of the 
institutions (eventual losses that could occur depending on the outcomes of judicial 
processes that are being carried on at present against sorne banks) will be covered by 
the State and not by the purchaser, when its value is higher than the provisions that 
each entity has made against such losses. 

The sales conditions have been designed individuaUy by each institution, depending 
upon its possibilities and on the attractives to the purchasers. Thus, while in sorne 
cases only one purchaser has been searched for, in others there has been place for 
small investors. 

Until now it has been possible to settle the sale of "Banco de los Trabajadores" (with 
US$30 million assets in June 1991), that of "Banco Tequendama"(US$ 65 million 
assets) and the sale of "Banco del Comercio (US$349 million assets). "Banco del 
Estado (US$382 million assets) and Banco de Colombia (US$1000 million assets) are 
pending for sale. 

A fundamental factor in the success of bank privatizing has been the Financial Reform 
Law, which at the end of 1990 modified the legal frame for the financial sector 
operations. Since the reform, restrictions to foreign investment in the sector were 
removed, a new space was opened for the development of financia! innovations and 
operations through subsidiaries, and the regime on fusing, asset transfers , liabilities 
and contracts between financia! intermediaries (among others) was made more 
flexible. The new legal frame makes Colombia regional leader in what pertains to 
liberty of action of the financial entities. 

As a proof of the attractives offered by the colombian financial market, it should be 
stressed that the two of the three banks sold during 1991 and 1992 in the privatizing 
process, " Banco de los Trabajadores" and "Banco Tequendama", were bought by 
Venezuelan financia! entities. 

Ports 

The firm "Puertos de Colombia (Colpuertos), encharged exclusively of handling the 
general cargo at the colombian ports, has been one of the traditional examples of S tate 
ineficiency in Colombia. Its financia! results show cronic losses (in the 80's it had 
losses seven years consecutively), its efficiency indicators are much more below the 
intemational standards and its workers have obtained wide benefits in the worker
patronal negociations widely surpassing what is normal in the country. 

By means of Law 01 of 1991 , the colombian govemment decided the closing up of 
"Colpuertos" and to renew the operation schemes of the sea terminals of the country. 
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The closing up of this company has not concluded, as it has faced legal problems for 
its implementation. In this new squeme, which provides a wide field of action to the 
prívate sector, the performance of the national government will be gathered in the Port 
Superíntendence, that will operate as a sea and port authoríty of Colombia, encharged 
of planning and regulating and dependant of the Ministry of Transport and Public 
Works. The government also has planned huge investments in infraestructure of ports 
and highways to sol ve the bottle-necks created by the growth of external trade. 

The building, maintenance and port tenninals administration, as well as the renderíng 
of port services, receival, loading and unloading of merchandise, its storíng, etc., will 
be under the "port societies", entities that can be confonned by public, prívate or 
mixed capital. The tariffs will be set freely, though there will be S tate surveillance. 
These companies will receive 20 years concessions, that can be extended to 20 more 
or even for a longer time. 

On the other side, the port societies will be allowed to render services directly or vía 
contracts with the "port operaries", these are companies that do not require a 
concession or authorization, nor they need to be confonned as societies. In this way 
the creation of an activity that provides for independent services at the diferent 
tenninals will be ensured . 

Already there are different proposals for the port management. The bannana growers 
are interested in operating the "Santa Marta" port, in the Caribbean. The specific 
procedures for the transfer of ports to the prívate sector will be revealed by the end of 
1992. 

The IFI Companies 

The Industrial Development Institute (IFI) was founded in 1940 as an entity destined 
to give support to the industrial activity in the country. From 1963, IFI was turned 
into a financial corporation. Its objective is to make capital contributions for the 
creation of companies in the areas of basic industries and those of frrst stage 
transformation of national raw materíals, that have not been able to develop properly 
by themselves. 

However, the mission of IFI as a finn promotor lost credibility with time. lts role 
offeríng an initial promotion was affected to the extent that the returns of the finns did 
not fulfill the expectations, and the institute turned into a pennanent partner. 

By order of the Government, IFI is forced to cancel its share in these frrms, which 
cover a wide range of industrial, agroindustrial and mining activities. In the future 
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every invesunent of IFI will function exclusively as 'capital seed' and the rules for lhe 
retiring of IFI should be made clear from the beginning. 

In the recent past, the share of IFI in sorne firms of considerable relevance to the 
country, such as Sofasa (lhe colombian car assembly firm of Renauh vehicles, in 
which Toyota has a share today) and Papelcol (a paper producer plant) have been sold. 
The sales are taking place through public as well as private offers. 

Free Zones 

Free zones exist in Colombia since the 1950's, but its economic impact has been very 
inferior to expectations. Until now lhey have been operated and controlled by lhe 
State. However, wilhin lhe changes lhat come along with the liberalization policy a 
new code of free zones has been issued, in which the rules of lhe game for its 
constitution and operation change substantially. 

Under the previous regime, lhe free zones could only be industrial and commercial. 
Under the new regime, the private sector will be able to promote, develop and operate 
free zones anywhere in the national territory, as long as lhe area has been geogra
fically delimited; the surface should be not less than 50 acres and should be apt for its 
endowment with basic infrastructure elements; it should not be used for lhe same 
commercial ancl/or service activities for which it is being applied; and it should count 
with lhe approval of the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

The industrial free zones will be classified according to lheir activity, lhat is, if lhey 
are dedicated to the production of goods or services ( lhe latter are escentially lhe 
tourist and technological). E ven though it is intended lhat such firms produce basically 
for export, lhere will be no restrictions for its sale in the national market. The foreign 
companies will be allowed to send freely lheir profits abroad, no regardless the 
amount of the invesunent. It will be possible to negociate all sorts of foreign 
exchange within each zone. 

Four types of users of free zones are also defined here: the operators (encharged of the 
promotion, administration and management), lhe'developers' (encharged of .lhe 
building of premises and service provision), industrials of goods and industrials of 
services. 

Wilh regards to lhe tax burden, the free zones don't have to pay income taxes. On lhe 
other hand, they will haave free access to the credit of lhe national financial entities. 
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Refuse collection 

The municipal refuse collection firms have been traditionally inefficient, mainly due 
to the handling of local politics. Since 1989, the handling of refuse has been 
transferred to the prívate sectors in the cities of Bogot' a and Barranquilla. The results 
ha ve hada high. approval on the pan of the citizenship. 

The contracting process has been subject to sorne crítics, specially because the 
municipal companies that used to render this service have not been totally abolished, 
for which the effectiveness of the resource_use has been limited. The contracting terms 
ha ve also been subject of controversy, for which it is very probable they will be 
revised in the future. However, the idea ofprívatizing refuse has become very popular 
among the users, and it is probable that other cities will choose the same solution in 
the future. 

Telecommunications 

Decree 1900 of 1990' determines the restructuring of the telecommunications sector 
and allows the creation of new prívate firms to handle the cellular telephony, local and 
the national long distance services. 

This field offers wide possibilities; however, the govemment has faced resistance on 
the pan of union organizations in the process of establishing the regulations and 
procedures to make concrete what was ordered in the decree, specially in the one of 
the Colombian telecommunications company (TELECOM). 

In the case of the cellular telephony the cronogram for the assignments and setting-up 
has been defined. Registration of the proponents will be closed on November 1992 and 
can be updated for december. Bid will be opened in Fcbruary 1993, will be closed in 
April and will be assigned in June, so that the service would be operating at the 
beginning of 1994. 

The electric sector 

The severe rationing of electric power the country has had to bear since March 1992 
has accelerated the restructuring process of the sector. Within the plan of general 
restructuríng of the electric sector, panicipation of the prívate sector has been 
considered. Such plan includes the conformation of regional generator firms and the 
energy selling tariff adjustrnent from the generators to the dealers, in order to correct 
seríous príce distortions existing since long ago. Once these tasks have been 
performed, prívate companies will be allowed to acquire the existing generation 
assets, buy shares from the generator companies, or undertake new projects in this 
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field. Additionally they will be allowed to participate in distribution activities, such as 
the management of the service in urban areas (which includes the maintenance of nets, 
invoicing and tariff collection) as well as in the recovering of energy and portfolio 
losses. 

MODERNIZING THE TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 

In the context of the new outward orientation of the Colombian economy and the 
restating of State iniciative, it is worth mentioning that a great part of the effort in 
public investment during the comming years will be directed towards improving the 
transport basic infrastructure. The Colombian geography is particularly difficult and 
the location of a great part of the productive activities in Lhe interior of the country 
(anolher result of the development model which prevailed until recen ti y, oriented 
towards the interna! market) determines the transport problem to be the central issue 
when achieving the internationalization goals. Appart from the topic of ports, dealed 
with in the previous section, there exist at present, official iniciatives of a great scope 
with reference to roads, railroads and air transport. 

Roads 

Due to the land difficulties and to the traditional scarcity of resources for investment, 
the Colombian roads are not adequate nor enough as compared to the country needs. 
Not doing anything to correct this problem, the absence of a modero road system 
could turn into an important obstacle for Lhe liberalization plans. It is necessary to 
build roads appropriate for the present land tranport modalities (containers, vehicles 
for heavy weight,etc.), that communicate with the fastest possible speed the 
production centers to the ports. In other words, the road system that communicates the . 
three main cities (Bogot, Medelln and Cali) between each other and with the main 
ports: Barranquilla in the Atlantic Coast and Buenaventura in the Pacific, must be 
modernized. 

The present government has presented a road investment plan for the decade of the 
90's, that implies the building of 1000 kilometers of ways and the improvement of 
3770 kms. to complete the main road network, with a cost close to Lhe US$2230 
millions. If Lhe investment needs in regional roads is to be added, this sum amounts to 
US$5530 millions. Calculations on the available resources for such investments give 
a missing gap of US$2500 millions. These resources will be obtained, firstly, from an 
institutional effort to improve the efficiency of the entities. encharged of these 
investments (approximately US$1000 millions). Other US$1000 millions will be pro
vided by a Modernizing Fund created with resources of additional import duties. The 
rest will be originated in increases to oil taxes, tolls, etc. 
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Railroads 

The railroad network is old fashioned. The S tate railroad entity which for severa! years 
has not shown a good financia! situation, pressurcd by labor problems was recently 
restructured. The operating of the service activity will be privatized, while the 
endowment and the network maintenance will remain attended by the government, via 
a completely new entity created with this objective. Also in this case the investments 
needed are considerable, as the recovering of the main segments during the next four 
years will cost US$338 millions. Financing will come partly from State resources and 
partly from externalloans. Certain routes in which this transpon system is particularly 
efficient as compared to the rest of activities, as is the coal transpon that goes to the 
Atlantic Coast, the private firms have shown their interest in contributing with 
resources for the recovering and building of ways. 
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OIL INDUSTRY IN COLOMBIA 

Petroleum exploration in Colombia began at the turn of this century. The policy of 
concession contracts remained in force until 1974. The average number of exploratory 
wells d.rilled per year was lO until the 1950's. In the late 50's and early 60's, 
exploration increased toan average of 30 wells ayear. In 1969, Law 20 set forth the 
preliminary terms for "Participation" Contracts which five years later became what are 
now known as "Association" Contract, discussed below. Production increased 
substantially as from 1980, and exploration rose from 27 wells d.rilled in said year to 
87 in 1988. In 1983, the discovery was made of the Caño Limón Field, which added 
close to 1.2 billion barreis of crude to the country's reserves. 

The State's own petroleum operation commenced with the creation, in 1951, of 
Empresa Colombiana de Petróleos, ECOPE1ROL, a commercial State company 
operating under the Ministry of Mines and Energy. It is responsible for the 
investigation, exploration, development, transport, refining and merchandising of 
crude and oil products. Ecopetrol is likewise responsible for the domesúc availability 
of fuels and derivatives. The Company currently provides employment directly to 
12.000 people and indirectly to another 50.000. 

In its two refineries, Ecopetrol refines 200.000 barreis a day, with an average 
production of: 

Gasoline 
Intermediate Distillates 
Petrochemicals 
Fuel Oil 

35% 
25% 
10% 
30% 

Despite the above, the country imports 28.000 barreis a day of gasoline. The transport 
of the fue! derivatives is a responsibility solely of Ecopetrol. 

The production of crude is divided up as follows: 

The prívate companies produce 46.000 barreis a day under the concession system 
(which is now being phased out). 

Under the Associaúon Contracts, they produce 336.000 barreis a day, 60% of which 
(sorne 201.000 BOPD) goes to Ecopetrol under its 40% share, plus 20% royalty. 

Out of the foreign companies' remaining crude, Ecopetrol purchases whatever it 
requires for its refineries, at intemational prices, and the rest, amounting to sorne 
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107.000 barreis per day, is exported by the Associates. In addition, Ecopetrol exports 
approximately 115.000 barreis a day of its own crude. 

At present, the country has proven remaining reserves of 1.8 billion barreis, which will 
assure its self-sufficiency only until 1996. However, with the discoveries now in their 
evaluation period, and with the expected results from the country's own and 
"associated" exploration policy, the geological potential of our basins leads us to feel 
assured that we will have the necessary crudes and raw materials for petrochemicals 
not only to remain self-sufficient but to grow in importance in the intemational 
petroleum market. 

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM 

Colombia has now entered into a detennined trade liberalization, with a clear 
definition of a policy favorable to foreign investment and to free competition. 
Equally, there is currently under way a process of privatization, whereby the fonner 
bureaucratic, intervention-minded State is transformed into a manager/director type of 
State, designed to promote progress in all areas. 

Upstream 

The Colombian Petroleum Association Contract is an open, general model, not 
negotiable in each case, which expedites considerably the contracting. Out of a total of 
71.5 million hectares of sedimentary basins, Ecopetrol has reserved 5.6 million 
hectares for its own exploration, while the current 95 Association Contracts cover a 
total of 14.9 million hectares. This means that 71% of Colombia's sedimentary basins 
is open to new contracts. The presence of Japanese capital and undertakings in this 
area is very attractive from the Colombian Govemment's standpoint. 

The foreign companies'own crude may be marketed or processed directly by the 
companies, with the exception of such portian as is purchased by Ecopetrol, at 
intemational prices. 

It is estimated that the development of the fields over the next five years will call for 
investments in the order of US$588 million, out of which US$235 million may cover 
foreign materials and engineering, which represents another business opportunity . . 

Downstream 

Among Ecopetrol's different projects there is the construction of a refinery to process 
heavy crudes. This project, on which the basic engineering is now completed, requires 
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certain adjustments in respect to location and structure, principally as regards a greater 
expansion. In this area we will be needing assistance and we do not dismiss the 
possibility of admitting a stock participation by private capital in the implementation 
of the project. 

Colombia's production of petrochemicals amounts to 200.000 tons a year, against a 
current domestic demand of 340.000 tons a year. The principal products are as 
follows: 

Low-density polyethylene 
Paraffms 
Lubricant bases 
Detergent bases 
Aromatic OILS 
Cyclohexane 

55 Ktons 
21 Ktons 
100 Ktons 
20 Ktns 
50 Ktons 
24 Ktons 

There is no valid reason why Colombia, with the largest domestic market in the 
Caribbean area, and with the necessary raw materials, should not have an active policy 
to develop its petrochemical industry. That is why the Govemment recently fixed the 
rules of the game designed to provide definite support these activities. 

1 may cite here a recent speech by our President: 

"In the frrst place, the medium and long-term supply of raw materials will be ensured 
by means of supply contracts to be signed between Ecopetrol and the frrms concemed. 
After a review of the supply of domestic requirements, we will make sure that the 
petrochemical industry will obtain the input required for its development The said 
contracts will set forth clear, stable rules of purchase, with the consequent benefit to 
the expansion projects". 

"In the second place, although the burden of the investments must attach to the private 
sector, of domestic or foreign origin, one must not dismiss Ecopetrol's temporary 
participation on a minority bases, in the implementation of high-retum projects, 
provided they fit within the framework of the country's petroleum policy and 
priorities, as approved by the economic and energy authorities. Ecopetrol, in tum, 
will optimize its productive process provided it is profitable." 

"In the third place, the prices of the input sold by Ecopetrol to private investors shall 
be determined by stable, transparent methodologies. In general, they will be identical 
to intemational prices. However, Ecopetrol will initially sell certain currents deriving 
from the refining process -now used for the conversion into gasoline and other 
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derivatives- at prices equivalent to those of these products. Such prices will, at the 
end of a transition period, reach the intemational prices of the currents, i.e. their 
bargain cost." 

Based on this policy, Ecopetrol is at present carrying out studies to expand its 
production of polyethylene and to build a Paraxylene Plant in Cartagena, designed 
mainly to meet the demand of a future Terephthalic Acid Plant which will be erected 
by Monomeros Colombo-Venezolanos in Barranquilla. 

We are confident that with these rules of the game, we will receive from the private 
investors a di verse set of projects and, in particular, an active Japanese participation. 

There is no doubt that our country is better known for its difficulties than for the 
opportunities it offers. Our Government, as well as the vast majority of our people, 
who are good and kind, are determined to overcome the difficulties, and will achieve 
this peacefully, through the greatest political transformation ever known over such a 
short period of time. 

Sorne of the opportunities being offered have been presented to you today. To that I 
wish to add that Colombia has a history of meeting its commitrnents, which provides 
the investors with the kind of assurances so necessary for any long-term planning. 

Here are the opportunities as well as the rules, and 1 am fully confident that the other 
part of the equation, namely your availability and liberalization towards us, will be 
equally forthcoming. 

COAL AND ITS BUSINESS POTENTIAL IN COLOMBIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Colombia boasts abundant coal deposits, with the predominance of thermal coal 
although there is metallurgic and anthracitic coal as well. 

The use of coal in Colombia goes back to befare the Spanish Conquest. Our native 
inhabitants already used coal in activities such as gold and silver crafts. 

With the energy crisis of the 1970's, Colombia saw an opening for it to take a 
significant part in the intemational coal market. At the same time, the country went 
from being an importer to becoming a net exporter of hydrocarbons, which led the 
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Government to consider the utilization possibilities of the enormous potential of our 
coal reserves, with views to diversifying the country's exports and stabilizing its 
balance of trade. 

Accordingly, Carbones de Colombia S.A., CARBOCOL, was founded in 1976, for the 
purpose of centralizing in a single organization the responsibility for implementing the 
governmental policy in the colombian coal sector. 

The coal industry took off around 1980, when the El Cerrejón deposit, in northern 
Colombia, near the Atlantic Coast, was declared to be commercial. By 1991 El 
Cerrejón Norte has exponed 54 million tons, for approximately US$1.9 billion, to 28 
countries, becoming one of the largest and most modero coa! mines in the world, with 
full commercial success. 

The development of El Cerrejón called for the Govemment's investment of around 
US$1.5 billion, which involved a significant rise in the levels of the country's foreign 
indebtedness. Considering the size of the required investments and their maturity term, 
it was decided, as from 1988, that the performance of new large mining projects would 
be carried out under exploration and exploitation contracts whereby the government 
will not make any direct investments, leaving the prívate sector to explore and exploit 
at its own risk. On the exploitation of the coa! resources, the State will receive 
royalties or sorne other forro of consideration such as an investment-free stock 
participation, contracting premiums, shared profit, contribution to the development of 
the region, and right to use the ports. Three projects have now been negotiated under 
this policy, namely: La Loma-Boquerón, with Drummond Ltd., the Calenturitas 
project with Prodeco S. A., both of them in the Department of Cesar, and the Oreganal 
project in La Guajira, with Carbones del Caribe S. A. 

OVERVIEW OF THE INTERNA TIONAL COAL MARKET 

This is a new market which emerged by reason of the energy crisis of the 1970's. In 
1990, the expon market for therrnal coa! totalled 180 million tons, produced basically 
by Africa (25.2%), Australia (28.2%), U.S.A. (21.8%), Colombia (7.6%), and other 
countries (17.2%). 

Between 1990 and the year 2000, the world demand for therrnal coa! will grow from 
180 million tons a year to 330 million. The increase in the intemational trade of this 
energy product over the next 10 years is clear evidence of the force and promising 
future of this market. 
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The increased demand is linked to the power generation expansion plans in Europe 
and a 10.2% growth in the Far East market, with Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea and 
Japan being the main consumers. Accordingly, by the year 2000 the Far East should 
become the principal world buyer of coal, with a share of 47%. Colombia has also 
explored the possibilities of diversifying towards the Middle Eastem markets, with 
positive results. 

Furthermore Mexico, in order to develop its power sector, faces the altemative of 
importing coal or else seek self-sufficiency in fuel oil, with dual plants. Mexico's coal 
demand is estimated at 10 to 15 million tons in the course of this decade. 

Market prospects beyond the year 2000, while indicating growth, are uncertain since 
they depend on the consumer countries'energy policies which are subject to 
environmental considerations and to technological advances in the different sources of 
energy. There is the possibility, however, of a growing world demand for coal, which 
could welllead toa total volume of 600 million tons by the year 2010. 

COLOMBIA IN THE WORLD MARKET 

Colombia is one of the world's principal coa! exporters, holding fourth place after 
Australia, South Africa and the United States. In 1990, Colombia exported 13.7 
million tons, equivalent to 7.6% of the world's supply in said year. At present, 
Colombian exports are directed in their majority (79%) to the European Market, while 
only 2.2% goes to the Fart East. These volumes are equivalent to 12.7% of the coa! 
imports of Europe and only 0.4% in the case of the Far East. 

The intemational thermal coa! market has entered into its stage of maturity and shows 
sustained growth. Colombia's medium term strategy is to increase its share 
aggressively, without lowering prices below the current levels, which amount to 
US$38.40 per ton. It is expected to export 37 to 45 million tons by the year 2000, 
equivalent to 11.3 % of the market by said year, and it expected to increase the share 
of the sales to the Far East in the total colombian exports from 2.2% to 6%. 

A higher volume of exports, say of 50 million tons, would depend to a large extent on 
the development of the Mexican, Central American, and Brazilian market, or on the 
adjustments produced by the former USSR in the European market, which raises sorne 
serious questions. In any case, a viable option to achieve greater volumes would be 
through a significant increase in the share of the Far Eastem markets. It is estimated 
that this share could reach 3.5% of the region's total imports, against the current 0.3%. 
This would represent 10% of Colombia's production in the year 2000. 
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COLOMBIA'S RESERVES 

Colombia's coal reserves amount to 20 billion tons. Based on research carried out in 
the past fifteen years in respect to the location, assessment and evaluation of reserves, 
the country has now identified coal deposits throughout its territory: Guajira, Cesar, 
Córdoba, South and North Santander, Antioquia, Boyacá, Cundinamarca, Valle, 
Chocó, Cauca, a production of 50 million tons could be sustained for three centuries. 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY IN COLOMBIA 

To achieve an export target of 40 million tons by the year 2000, Colombia already has 
a production potential of 38 million tons, given the projects currently under way an 

those which will go into production in the next years. It appears quite feasible to 
reach said target either with the development of new mining areas or the expansion of 
existing operations, as is the case of Cerrejón Norte, the production potential of which 
is very high. 

New projects would be required if Colombia's market share (12%) were to be 
maintained beyond the year 2000. Given the wealth of our coal reserves, this appears 
perfectly viable. 

COLOMBIAS'S COAL PROJECTS 

Given below is a list, by regions, of the projects designed to take advantage of our 
coal potential, which offer an attractive opportunity to new investors. 

LA GUAJIRA 

El Cerrejón project is divided into three zones, namely Cerrejón North Zone, Central 
Cerrejón, and Cerrejón South. 

Cerrejón North Zone: The Cerrejón North Zone coal complex is under development. 
In 1976, the Colombian Govemment and Exxon, through their companies Carbocol 
and Intercor, signed an Association Contract for the exploration and exploitation of 
this area, for equal parts of investment and cost. The project was declared commercial 
in 1980, when the installation phase was initiated, which !asted until 1986. The 
exploitation of the Cerrejón Norte deposit willlast from 1986 to 2008, under the terms 
of the Association Contract, in 2008, the ownership of the project will revert to the 
Colombian State. After 15 years, we have in operation the largest open-pit coal mine 
in the world. This project has already reached its design level of 15 million tons a 
year, and is commercial as well as technical success. The investments in this 
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Complex amount so far to US$3.3 billion. Future producúon may be increased to 25 
million tons a year with additional investment. 

Central Cerrejón: There are other large coal deposits south of Cerrejón North Zone. 
The two major ones are as follows: 

Central Zone: This is a private project. The El Cerrejón Community, which 
owns the coal deposit, contracted out is development to the Colombian ftrm Prodeco. 
It has a capacity to produce 3 million tons a year. The cost associated with this 
operation amounts to US$150 million. 

' ' 

Oreganal: The exploration, feasibly study, and installation of a large-scale coal 
project in this area will be done under an exploration-exploitation contract with a 30-
year terrn of duration, with the Colombian firrn Carbones del Caribe. The level of 
production, in the order of 3 million tons, and the cost of the project, shall be 
determined by the findings of the feasibility study. 

Cerrejón South: The reserves in this zone have not been fully evaluated as yet but 
sorne test boring indicates enormous amounts of an excellent quality coal. 

Ocean Terminal at Bahía Portete: The coal exploitaúons in Central Cerrejón and 
Oreganal allow to expect coal exports from these areas ranging between 6 and 10 
million tons a year (Mtons/year) by the year 2000. It is necessary to provide an outlet 
for this coal, either through a new port to be built, possible in the vicinity of the 

Terrnoguajira Power Plant, or through new facilities at Bahía Portete, at an 
approximate cost of US$115 million for the port and US$100 million for the railroad. 
However, the perúnent feasibility studies must be made ftrst, to stables the features 
and dimensions of the ports and determine their exact costs. 

A TLANTIC COAST (with the exception of La Guajira). 

There are a number of mining, carbo-electric and ocean port projects located in this 
region, specifically in the Departments of Cesar, Córdoba, Bolívar and Magdalena, 
among others. 

La Jagua de Ibirico: Here there are approximately 20 mining companies, grouped 
together for markeúng purposes, having set up basically two o.r three groups for the 
export market. Their production leve! is 1.5 Mton/year, which may be increased with 
addiúonal investment. The coal is of an excellent quality and the reserves are 
substanúal. 
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La Loma-El Boquerón: Carbocol signed an exploraúon-exploitaúon contract with the 
fmn Drummond Ltd. of Alabama, U.S.A., for the producúon of up to Mton/year of 
therrnal coal for exports. The construcúon and installaúon stage is about to be 
commenced, with an approximate investrnent of US$800 million which covers the 
costs of the open-pit mine, a port on the Caribbean, and the branch railway lines to 
connect the mine and the port with the State Railways. The project is in process of 
securing the required port perrnits. 

Calenturitas: This is an open-pit mining operaúon, also contracted with Prodeco, to 
produce up to 3 Mton/year. Prodeco carried out surface and underground exploraúon, 
and is in the process of perforrning a feasibility study, to be completed shortly. This 
study will determine the mining and infrastructure works, and port facilities required, 
as well as the associated costs. 

La Aurora: This project is being carried out by the company Minera La Aurora S. A., 
with Carbocol acúng as the promoter organization. It may produce up to 0.8 
Mton/year for exports. 

El Descanso: This project covers the installaúon of an open-pit mine for the 
production of approximately 12.5 Mtn/year of therrnal coal for exports. Surface and 
underground exploration as well as a pre- feasibility study have now been completed. 
The total estimated investment amounts to US$1.6 billion, which covers investrnents 
in the mine, railway transport and human settlements, but does not include the port. 
The feasibility study, as well as the installation and exploitaúon, shall be made by the 
investor. 

La Loma Carbo-Eiectric Plant: This power generation project is designed for a 300 
M.W. unit to use powdered coal. The approximate cost is US$460 million (at 
December, 1988 prices}, and the feasibility study is available. The project is a 
considered altemaúve under the Colombian Electrical Sector's Expansion Plan. 

Puerto Libertador Zone: These deposits are being exploited by Carbones del Caribe, 
and the coal produced is being used by cement plants and for exports. 

San Jorge-Las Palmeras: A mining exploitaúon on the open-pit basis, to produce 
coal for domestic cosumption and for a power plant to be located at the mine head. 

Producúon capacity is up to 1.150.000 tons/year, with associated costs of around 
US$355 million, including investments and operaúng costs over a period of 30 years. 

San Jorge Carbo-Electric Plant: This is a project of power generation using 
powdered coal from the mines in the area. The objecúve is to erect and place into 
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operation one 300 M.W. unit or two units of the same size. The approximate cost of 
the frrst option is US$449 million, and of the second option US$820 million (at 
December, 1988 prices). 

Cartagena IV Carbo-Eiectric Plant: The objective of this project is to erect and 
place into operation Tennocartagena's fourth 150 M.W. power generating unit using 
powdered coal from the Departments of Córdoba or ·Cesar. The approximate cost is 
US$239.5 million (at December, 1988 prices). 

Ciénaga Ocean Port: The purpose of this project is to design and build a port for the 
exports of 8 Mtn of coal produced in the Departments of Cesar, South and North 
Santander, Cundinamarca and Boyacá, using the railway as means of transport to the 
port. and US$25 million for the railway branch lines and incidental equipment. 

NORTH AND SOUTH SANTANDER 

Zone of Tasajero: This mining operation was created around a carbo-electric project, 
and the coal produced has great exports potential. Between 70.000 and 500.000 tons 
are being exported to Venezuela this year. The coal is of an excellent quality and is 
very competitive. 

San Luis: A mining project which allows for the exploitation of 1 Mton/year of 
thennal and coking coal for domestic comsumption and for exports, produced by 
underground mining, with an investment of US$40 million. 

San Luis Carbo-Eiectric Plant: This project was designed to meet the energy 
demand and increase the reliability of the system, by expanding power generation for 
the period 1994-2000. The project involves the installation of a 150 M.W. carbo
electric plant which may be supplied with the production of the San Luis coal deposit. 
The approximate cost of the project as of June, 1991 amounts to US$250 million. 

Páramo del Almorzadero: This project consist of the exploitation of 60.000 
Tons/year of anthracific coal through underground mining, for exports, by means of 
the installation of five small mines (modules). The approximate cost of the project is 
US$700.000. 

Tibú-Catatumbo: This underground mining project consists of the exploration and 
exploitation of the deposit, to produce up to 0.5 Mtons/year of thennal -and/or 
metallurgic coal. This mine can be used for supplying domestic demand or for 
exports. 
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Tasajero JI Carbo-Electric Plant: A project of power generation using powdered 
coal from the local mines. It is one of the altematives considered for the Colombian 
Electrical Sector's power generation expansion plans. The approximate cost is 
US$236 million for one M.W. unit, and US$443 for 300 M.W. (at December, 1988 
prices). 

THE CUNDINAMARCA-BOYACA HIGHLANDS 

This zone, formed by the Departments of Cundinamarca and Boyacá, is very rich in 
both thermal and metallurgic coal. 

Mining Projects: There is large variety of coal projects in this zone, both for exports 
and to meet domestic demand. The primary objective is to export 1.5 to 2.5 
Mtons/year of metallurgic coal by means of building the Saboyá-Carare railway, 
which will shorten the distance to the port of shipment. The cost amounts to US$80 
million in mining and US$400 million in the railway. 

Carbo-Eiectric Projects: There are currently the following projects of power 
generation using powdered coal produced in the mining operations in the area: 

Zipa VI: Construction and start-up of a 150 M.W. unit atan approximate cost of 
US$232 million. 

Tibita: Erection and start-up of one or two 300 M.W. units. The cost of this 
project is US$449 million for 300 M.W. and US$839 million for 600 M.W. (at 
December, 1988 prices). 

Paipa: The construction and start-up of one 150 M.W. unit. The approximate 
cost is US$222 million (at December, 1988 prices). 

Coal Utilization Project: This consist of evaluating and selecting a coking 
technology for industrial application, with views to exporting an even-quality coke. 
The cost of the project, including the feasibility study and the industrial 
implementation, amounts to US$2 million. 

WESTERN COLOMBIA 

The thermal coal market with the fastest cate of growth is towards the Pacific. The 
Far East market for thermal and metallurgic coal is very promising. To supply such 
market adequately from Colombia, a route is required from a port on the Pacific. That 
is possible given the location of the coal deposits in Antioquia and Chocó. Studies are 
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being made of the possibilities of a port on the Pacific coast which would allow to 
open up said market. 

The existing projects in this part of Colombia are located in the Departments of Chocó 
and Antioquia, namely as follows: 

Tadó: Its relative proxumty to the Pacific Ocean makes this project attractive, 
provided there is sufficient coal of a quality suitable for exports. It is required to carry 
out surface and underground exploration as well as a feasibility study to determine the : 
potential of the deposit. The initial investment in exploration and pre-feasibility study 
is estimated at US$1.3 million. 

Amagá-Venecia-Bolombolo: An investment of US$24 million would cover the 
installation and underground exploitation of three mining projects of 120.000 tons 
each and other of 240.000 tons of thermal coal per year. These may be integrated into 
a single project or into two groups of two. The coal would be used for domestic 
consumption, as well as for a possible thermoelectric plant to be erected near the 
mine. 

Amagá Carbo-Electric Plant: This project, with a 150 M.W. or 300 M.W.has been 
designed to generate electric power from powdered coal produced in the area. The 
cost for 150 M.W. is US$242 million, and US$443 million for the 300 M.W. unit. 

Gasification Plant: A feasibility study is being carried out for the erection of a 
demonstrative coal gasification plant, with a potential to replace hydrocarbons in 
certain industries in Medellín by carbon gas with a low or medium calorific power 
(150 to 300 BTU/ft3). The study evaluates various technological alternatives of coal, 
and will select the most suitable for the industrial requirements, according to the 
quality of the coal available. The frrrn Gases de Antioquia coordinates the 
performance of the study, including actions for the creation of the promoter company 
of the project. 

Coal Briquettes: It is proposed to build a pilot plant in Antioquia, with a capacity of 
20.000 tons a year. Its main initial objective is to replace frrewood. The technology to 
be used will be that developed in the people's Republic of China. The investment 
required for the purchase of equipment, technology, erection, training, and start-up, is 
in the order of US$2.1 mi Ilion. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The investment required for the implementation of the above projects is estimated at 
close to 3.6 billion dollars. The contracts signed to date for the exploitation of sorne 
of the deposits represent investments of close to US$2 billion, not including the 
Cerrejón North Zone operation. 

Coal is a commodity which offers promising possibilities of a profitable investment 
with long-term benefits. Colombia also offers the investor clear, lasting rules the 
game in any undertaking in this country. 

A review of the coal-bearing zones in Colombia shows that there is a growing market, 
with ample investment opportunities and substantial advantages for investors already 
active in foreign markets or with possibilities to penetrate same. The new rules of the 
game for foreign investment, resulting from the Colombian Govemments trade 
liberalization policy, assure a cloudless horizon in respect to legislation and terms for 
the interested investor. 
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CARTAGENA CONTAINER TERMINAL 

Project Background 

In 1981 Lyons Associates Inc., a North American consulting fmn working under 
contract for the Colombian govemment, finished a thorough study of Colombian port 
facilities. The results of this study showed the great benefits that would be obtained by 
Colombia from the development of specialized container handling facilities in the 
ports of Cartagena (Atlantic Coast) and Buenaventura (Pacific Coast). The construc
tion of these terminals would result in the recovery of the country's port system, which 
is more than 30 years behind world standards. 

The study proposed the Cartagena Bay as the best site for the construction of the 
Atlantic Coast terminal, since this zone has excelent depth, protection and available 
land for future expansion. Furthermore, land adaptation costs are the lowest among all 
the possible sites in the Atlantic Coast. 

FMG Commitment with the Project 

Since the Colombian goverment had limited possibilities to pursue the modemization 
of port facilities through Colpuertos (the public entity in charge of development and 
operation of national ports) , the idea could not take off immediately. Six years after 
the Lyons Associates Report was presented, Flota Mercante Grancolombiana (FMG) 
decided to commit itself to the project and promote prívate investment in the 
construction of the Cartagena Container Terminal. FMG understands the immense 
importance of this terminal for the development of Colombia's externa! trade and for 
the swift progress of the intemationalization of the economy. FMG also wants to see a 
reduction of inefficiency in Colombian ports, since it generates delays, extra costs and 
sanctions from the conferences. 

High handling costs reduce the intemational competitiveness of Colombia's export 
products. Colombia transports only one third of its cargo using containers, due to the 
lack of specialized terminals. The main import, export and shipping companies doing 
business in Colombia are under pressure from trade partners and clients to handle 
cargo using containers, to reduce port tariffs, freightage and insurance fees, and to 
offer a more efficient, fast, and low risk transportation of goods. The lack of a modero 
port system restricts the possibilities of expansion antl diversification of the country's 
economy. 

FMG has contracted feasibility studies, purchased 80 Ha of real state property with 
1085m of shore line in the Industrial Zone of Cartagena, and obtained a 20 year grant 
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from the goverment to construct and exploit commercially and industrially the terrain. 
The grant can be extended after 20 years if both parties agree to do so. 

Cargo Forecasts 

Container cargo forecasts for the Cartagena Container Terminal for the 20 years 
covered by the grant are the following: 

Year 
1994 

2005 
2015 

TEU 
69.500 

163.000 
216.000 

This analysis foresees that up to 85% of total general cargo will be handled in 
containers. It is worth noting that during 1991 the Cartagena Port. without proper 
facilities, serviced 43,000 TEU. 

Terminal Features 

The studies conducted to determine the required installations at the FMG property, 
based on container cargo forecasts, concluded that the new terminal should be 
developed in two phases: 

First phase: Installations with a capacity to handle up to 14.000 TEU per year 
with a horizon up to year 2005. 

Second phase: Expansion of the terminal to a capacity of 350.000 TEU per year. 

Characteristics of the First Phase: 
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Terminal limited to container service and occasional special cargo, such as 
construction or industrial equipment. 
Area of property to be developed: 34 Ha 
Wharf: 425m x 34m 
Number of ships served simultaneously: 2 units 
Port Cranes: 2 Panamax Gantry Cranes with a load capacity of 40.6 MT each. 
Yard Equipment: Composed of Top-Pick loaders, yard trucks and container 
trailers. 
Construction of associated buildings, facilities and services. 



The second phase of the tenninal foresees the construction of 600m of additional 
wharfs, enlargement of the inner harbour and of the container yard area with its 
facilities, the purchase of up to 4 additional gantry cranes and required yard 
equipment. 

Cost Structure 

The budget cost structure is presented in the table. It includes all the investment 
required to develop the ftrst phase of the project. The budget for the ftrst phase totals 
US$71 million. The investment cost structure can be divided in 5 areas: Management, 
Engineering and Works Supervision, Construction Costs, Equipment Adquisition and 
Interest Loan Payments during construction. 

Economic Benefits 

Considering this cost structure, the revenues calculated in the container cargo forecasts 
above, competitive tariffs in the Caribbean area, and maintenance and operating costs 
during a 20-year period, the IRR of the project ranges between 18% and 12%, 
depending on the assumptions of the different scenarios. 

Construction Schedule 

The first phase of the project is being developed in two parts. The first part deals with 
propeny adquisition and land reclamation works, and will be finished by December, 
1991. The second part includes the construction of wharfs, buildings, yard upgrading 
and the purchase of cranes and equipment Tenders for civil works and equipment 
supply will be issued in the near future. The date will be defined once an agreement is 
reached with the Colombian govennent in regard to the use of the present Cartagena 
Tenninal, which is located in a residential sector of the city. Construction of this 
second part of the ftrSt phase should be finished in 26 months. 

CONTECAR S.A. 

The Colombian govennent authorized the construction of the container tenninal, 
indicating that a separate company should develop and operate the project. Following 
govemment guidelines, a society called CONTECAR S.A. was established on 
December 14, 1990. Neither FMG nor any other stockholder can own more than 40% 
of total equity. Sixty percent of the new company will be sold to national and/or 
foreign entities which have expertise in land transportation, operation of container 
tenninals and longshoremen, in order to develop multimodal transportation in 
Colombia. 
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TABLE No.l 
CARTAGENA CONTAINER TERMINAL 

CONTECAR S.A 
COSTSTRUCTURE 
BASE YEAR 1991 

THOUSANDS 
OFDOLLARS 

MANAGEMENT 1.500 

ENGINEERING 7 SUPERVISION 3.500 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 42.400 

EQUIPMENT ADQUISITION 18.200 

INTEREST LOAN PA YMENTS 5.000 

TOTAL 70.600.1 

PETROCHEMICALS: 

COST% 

2.1 

5.0 

60.1 

25.7 

7.1 

OLEFIN AND AROMA TIC OILS PROCESSING PLANT 

The Colombian Govemment has a clear interest in the growth on the petrochemical 
industry. The availability of crude petroleum gives Colombia an important 
comparative advantage in this area, but the degree of development of this industry is 
relatively low, even as compared to other countries in Latin America. 

Colombia maintains a balance of trade deficit in various of these strategic lines, while 
at the same time it already has a domestic market that warrants the construction of 
petrochemical plants with favorable economics in accordance with intemational 
standards. In addition, there is the certainty that a greater domestic supply of these raw 
materials would lead to a rapid increase in the production of industrial and consumer 
goods which use them for their manufacture and, furthermore, there is a significant 
potential for expanding exports. 

The most important petrochemical project at present is the construction of a plant to 
process olefins and aromatic oils, raw materials for a great variety of products. 
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Olefins, such as ethylene, propylene and butadiene, and aromatic oils suchs as 
benzene, toluene and cracker xylenes, are used to manufacture derivatives with a great 
number of applications (industrial input, pipe, paints, and synthetic rubber are but a 
few examples). It is estimated that sales (domestic and exports) will amount to 
US$569 million in 1996 and US$724 million by the year 2010. 

The plant will be located in the industrial complex of Mamona!, adjacent to Lhe city of 
Cartagena, Colombia's principal port on Lhe Caribbean. The construction of Lhe plant 
will be commenced in Lhe course of 1992 and it will go into operation in 1996. The 
plant's production will cover domestic demand and, in addition, will generate exports. 
The investment needed to place the project into operation is clase to 1 billion dollars. 
It is estimated that the olefin plant will generate a saving of foreing exchange in Lhe 
neighborhood of US$170 million a year, and its contribution to ghe GDP will be over 
0.5% ayear. 

According to the estudies made, the projects's interna! rate of retum is clase to 20% 
after taxes, and may fluctuate between 16% and 24%, depending on the assumptions 
under Lhe sensitivity analysis in respect to Lhe participation of credit in the sources of 
financing, and Lhe behaviour of Lhe final prices in either optimistic or pessimistic 
settings. 

The Govemment's particular interest in this sector is easy to understand since it is 
more profitable to export intennediate petrochcmical products Lhan crude petroleum, 
considering the higher value added. Thus, the Govemment is detennined to ensure Lhat 
Lhe S tate petroleum company, Ecopetrol, will provide Lhe ole fin and aromatic oil plant 
wilh sufficient, opportune supplies. This is an additional guarantee for Lhe prívate 
investors in respect to Lhe solidity of Lhe project. Furlhermore, the Govemment will 
maintain a special watch over tactics of unfair competition in Lhe intemational market, 
such as the practice of "dumping". 

Moreover, Lhe rules of Lhe game established in respect to all industrial policy apply 
equally to the petrochemical industry. The State's direct intervention in Lhis activity 
will be limited to Lhe strictly necessary. The prevailing interest in the development of 
Lhe sector will not lead to the granting of any subsidies or special protectionism. 
Ecopetrol may participate in Lhe project, in association wilh prívate capital, but Lhis 
will not imply any preferential treatment on the part of Lhe Govemment. 
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AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS 

BANANAS AND OTHER FRUITS 

The climate and topography of the Colombian territory are particularly favourable for 
the cultivation of fruit, with the result that the country offers a very wide variety of 
fruit with the added advantage of low production costs. 

Within this variety of fruit, bananas hold an important place. The cultivation of 
bananas in this country started at the beginning of the century, but the first marketing 
attempts showed but a limited success. Exports on a major scale only began as from 
1969. Al present, Colombia is the third largest exporter in lhe world , after Ecuador 
and Cost Rica. 

Bananas have become one of the country's principal export products. They hold frrst 
place among the so called "minor exports", with 32% of the total for this group, 
equivalent to US$322.5 million in 1990. 

Our banana plantations have a technology suitable to our environment, which is 
reflected in a higher produclivity and competitivity in the intemational market. 
Production is located on the Atlantic Coast, which results in a significant saving in the 
transport cosl of exports. 

The principal markets for Colombian bananas have tradilionally been Europe (47% of 
total exports), and United States and Canada (52.1 %). Bananas are exported to 25 
countries, thanks to the campaigns run by PROEXPO and certain large local 
marketing companies. Japan and other Asian countries have recently appeared as 
growing markets for exports of bananas as well as of olher Colombian fruit. 

Besides bananas, other fruil such as strawberries and mangoes have adapled extremely 
well lo Colombian conditions, reaching produclion levels which place them amongsl 
the most promising lines of the country's non-traditional exports. The comparative 
advamage of these products is due, fundamentally, to the fact that they are harvesled 
the whole year round, even when other products are nol on lhe markel due to wealher 
factors of lO their cyclical conditions. 

The first varieties exported have opened the way to other fruit which up toa short time 
ago was unknow to foreign consumers and which now profits from the developed 
countries renewed interest in exotic tropical fruit. These varieties, which have been 
traditionally cultivated in Colombia on a wide but untechnical basis, have now started 
lo be cultivated intensively and making good use of technologies such as the 
hydroponic cultivation, with highly satisfaclory results in terms of productivity. 
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Fruil exports, made by 51 finns, are usually shipped by sea, using lhe ports on lhe 
Allantic Coasl as well as on lhe Pacific Coast. The recenl measures designed to 
modemize and expedile intemalional air and ocean transport, will be of enonnous help 
to this exporl effon which depends greally on the availability of prompt, efficienl 
transpon facilities . 

In addition lo lhe production and exports of fresh fruil, there has recenlly been 
substantial development in lhe fruit processing industry which converts fresh fruit into 
pulp, juices and concentra tes. These new fonns of presentation broaden lhe market for 
lhese products, since they make them easier to markel and lo transpon. These exports 
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have shown rate of growth of close to 44% per year,from US$3.2 million in 1985 to 
US$15.5 million in 1989. 

The dinamics of fruit production and exports has been backed to a large extent by the 
Coffee Growers Federation's diversification campaigns, designed to persuade the small 
fanners in certain areas of Colombia not to depend excessively on the cultivation of 
coffee. PROEXPO has also supported diversification through lines of credit for 
cultivation, marketing and research. 

In this line of exports there are wide opportunities for foreign investors, who can 
contribute with a better knowledge of the consumer markets. In particular, there is 
great potential in the production and exportation of fruit-based products with a greater 
domestic value added component. 

FLOWERS 

One of Colombia's most successful export sectors is that of flowers . This industry was 
started in the early 1960's, making good use of the comparative advantage given to 
Colombia by its climate and environmental conditions over the principal world 
supplier of flowers, the Netherlands. On the plains of the Sabana of Bogotá it is 
possible to cultivate flowers the whole year round, without need of hothouses, which 
allows for a substantial cost reduction. Another advantage is the availability of skilled 
and relatively cheap labor. 

Colombia succeeded in rapidly consolidating an efficient marketing and merchan
dising systcm which allowed it to win the U. S. flower market, in sorne specific 
varicties such as carnations becoming practically the sole supplier. Colombia's 
merchandising strenght has allowed it to maintain its position in the market, despite 
the Netherlands' technological advances and the entry of new producer countries 
which also have certain advantages as far as nature and costs are concemed. 
Furthermorc, although Colombia may not be upto the Dutch technology in connection 
with the gcncration of new varieties, our cultivations are technically excelent, and are 
particularly skillful in adapting and propagating imponed species. 

In 1970, Colombia's flower exports totalled one million dollars; by 1990, they reached 
257 million. The principal market for Colombian flowers is United States, which buys 
over 80% of our production, Colombia, however, has also achieved important 
advances in penetrating the European market, despite the tariff disadvantages it faced 
until a few months ago in respect to other producer countries, such as the Netherlands 
and Israel. The recent customs exemption granted by the European Economic 
Community to Colombian flowers up to 1994 (in consideration of Colombia's hard 
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struggle against the drug traffic) opens up promising possibilities for broadening 
Colombia's position in the European marlcet. 

FARM-BRED SHRIMP 

Although Colombia's entry into the farm-bred shrimp market is recent, since it only 
goes back to the mid-80's, the country has already shown its wide potential among the 
Latín American producers. The principal producer in the regían is Ecuador, with 
45.000 tons in 1989 (it was then the fourth largest shrimp producer in the world, after 
China, Indonesia, Tailand and the Philippines). In 1989, Colombia produced 3.00ú 
tons but even then its productivity per hectre/year was 1.5 tons, almost three times that 
of Ecuador. Production in Colombia has maintained an appreciable rate of growth of 

productivity, and everything indicates that such rate will continue increasing in the 
future. Sales have risen from US$600.000 in 1985 to US$31 million en 1991, and are 
expected to be over US$600 million in 1992. 

Colombia is leader in penetrating new markets. To begin with, its total production 
went to the United States. However, since approximately 1988, Colombian exporters 
succeeded in selling to Spain, which pays higher unit prices. At present, clase to 70% 
of our shrimp exports goes to Spain. The Westem European market is particularly 
attractive in the medium and long terrn since it is, within the industrialized world, the 
region with the lowest per capita consumption and presents the highest possibilities of 
expansion. 

In as much as shrimp fishing has reached its maximun levels of exploitation the world 
over, practically the entire growth of production in the future will come from farm
bred shrimp. This is an expanding marlcet, with possibilities all over the world. In 
Colombia, there is ample availability of land suitable for shrimp production, expe
rience in the cultivation, and good transport facilities, all of which are clear advan
tages for foreing investment in this field. 

Colombia still has but a marginal share of the world market, and experience shows 
that there is no difficulty in finding buyers for its current levels of production. The 
next challenge for Colombian producers is the merchandising, particularly as regards 
the development and sale of products with a higher value added. This will call for 
sizable investments in packing and processing plants for new presentations, but the 
Colombian shrimp companies could only incur such investments to a very limited 
extent, considering the large sums of capital involved. Additionally, the Colombian 
producers have little experience in the merchandising an direct distribution of shrimp 
in the intemational markets, especially in Europe and Japan. This problem becomes 
particularly serious in dealing with the merchandising of products with a higher degree 
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of processing, which face much more complex markets since one must be well 
acquainted with the likes and tastes of the final consumer in each country. One 
formula which may give good results is the association of Colombian producers and 
processors with importers-agents in the developed cóuntries, who are fully familiar 
with the market and at the same time have a greater financial solvency. 
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COMPETITIVENESS OF INDUSTRIAL SUBSECTORS: 

A BRIEF EVALUATION. 

By 1989, a number of producúve sectors expressed their doubts regarding Apertura, 
since they saw it as endangering their share of the domestic market. 

Three years later, all industrial sectors remain active and, even more, they display new 
capabaliúes and strenghts to challenge the intemational competition. In addition, 
sorne of them have begun to implement industrial restructuration plans as refers to 
technological aspects, to administrative procedures and to upgrade technical 
manpower. 

Below there is a review of the recent evolution of the most competitive industrial 
subsectors. For that purpouse the following indicators have been assessed: export
orientation (Exports/producúon), industrial dynamism (Product growth), import 
penetraúon (Imports as a proportion of apparent consumpúon), and export, import and 
production growth. Even though said indicators do not reflect in a strict sense the 
competitiveness of the structure, as well as of the volume of industrial exports, they 
allow for the identification of those structural particularities that to a certain extent 
reflect its competiúve potential. 

This methodology gives room for a tentative classification highlighting the degree of 
sectorial competiúveness. Later on there will be a description of sorne of those sectors 
that have undergone an adjustment process in the last decade and whose dynamism is 
adapting to the new milieu of economic opening. 

Sectors like leather, textiles, beverages, paper, plastic and industrial chemicals, taking 
into account differences of their productive structures, are undergoing modemization 
processes which begun even before the frrst measures of economic opening had been 
taken. 

Said on-going processes of modemization or of commercial reestructuration allow to 
forecast a consolidation of productivity growth initiated in 1986. 

In accordance to the methodology formerly described, among the most dynamic 
sectors are: leather and its manufactures, petroleum and its derivates, wearing apparel 
and footwear, basic industries of iron and steel, non-rubber footwear, ceramics and 
porcelain and glass and its products. 
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FOOTWEAR AND OTHER LEATHER MANUFACTURES 

In general tenns Colombia is not an important supplier of footwear to export markets. 
Nonetheless, the country enjoys competitive advantages in quality and prices over 
countries such as Korea and Taiwan in working boots and children's footwear. 

These two sectors are quite dynamic as regards its orientation and export growth, as 
well as in its index of annual productivity gains. For example, leather and its products 
in the period 1985-89 on average exported 37.9% of its production; less than 5% of its 
inputs were imported; its exports grew 11.7% and average production increased 13% 

PETROLEUM AND ITS BYPRODUCTS 

Over 28% of oil production was exported, while imported inputs incorporated into 
production accounted for only 8.9% of the total. In the period 1985-89 exports grew 
at a rate of 40 percent and production increased 11 percent. 

The industrial chemical substances sector exported 16.5% of its production, while half 
of its inputs were imported; export growth was about 8% and production increased by 
2% in the same period under review. 

TEXTILES 

The textile sector during the last three years registered an overall product growth of 4 
percent, overcoming the critica! period that affected it in the ftrst half of the 80's. 

Along with foodstuffs production, the textile sector shares with the chemical and 
beverages production a privileged place in the generation of the industrial product, on 
average contributing, with 9.5% of it. 

In addition, its has a pararnount importance in employment generation when compared 
with total industrial employment. Because of its importance within the manufacturing 
structure, this sector's spill-over demand of inputs and capital is great. In fact, around 
6% of all inputs demanded by national industry are oriented to the textile sector; it 
also holds 14% of industrial capital and contributes with 6.8% of the investment of all 
industrial establishments. 

During the period 1985-1990, the textile industry as a whole reached levels of 
productivity quite similar to those registered at the intemational level. In the last six 
years the growth dynamic of this sector originated from technical changes and from a 
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better allocation of inputs. As a result, lhe sector has achieved lhe high levels of. 
growlh it enjoyed in lhe decade of lhe 70's, a period considered as lhe stage of 
consolidation of its industrial structure. 

As a result of lhis favorable performance, lhe textile sector has managed to keep its 
importance as a leading export sector. Its average participation of industrial exports in 
lhe period 1985-89 hovered around 8% wilh real growlh rates of 7.1 percent. 

An overview of its expon orientation and of its degree of impon penetration, shows 
lhat lhis sector exhibits a positive trade balance. It exponed 6% of its production 
during lhe 80's and kept at bay the participation of imports in the domestic market at 
3.9% 

Likewise, lhe low percentage lhat textile imports represent wilhin lhe industrial import 
structure (1.2%), allow us to infer that its production is fundamentally specialized 
towards lhe domestic market and lhus its dependence on imports is relatively low. 

CLOTHING 

The clolhing sector is one of lhe most dynamic in industry: in real terms, production 
grew atan average annual rate of 7.8% in lhe period 1985-89, a higher growth rate 
lhan that of the country's overall industrial sector (4.2%). 

This sector stands out for its contribution toa sustained growlh of the product (3%), to 
employment (10%) and to industrial investment (6%). 

In turn, the sector's favorable performance is due to lhe growlh-dynamics of lhe 
product, of capital and of intermediate consumption. Jointly, lhis factors converge so 
that, as a whole, clolhing production achieved lhe highest productivity rates in all 
industry in lhe period 1984-89. 

This sectoral growlh is mainly due to expon growlh, lhrough lhe consolidation in 
severa! markets of an important spectrum of clolhing items. These exports, as an 
average during the period 1985-89 contributed wilh 4.2% to total Colombian 
manufactured exports. The sector shows in turn a significant index of export 
participation of about 40.9% during lhe period 1985-89. 

A similar situations may be observed in sectors like Printing and Editing, Glass and its 
products, Basic Iron and Steel industries and Ceramics as shown in the annexed table, 
"Selection of Industrial Sectors Competitive Potential". 
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CONCLUSION 

Despite the doubúul expectatives of the Colombian industrial sectors vis a vis the 
apertura, many industrial branches have gone on to strenghten their productive 
capacity. Besides, the perspective to open up new markets, has spearheaded capital 
goods and input imports to improve efficiency, and adapt to the new harsh challenge 
poised by international competition, thus strenghtening productive technology which 
in turn has translated into better quality and more attractive prices at the international 
leve l. 
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COLOMBIA AND THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF SERVICES: 
Some general comments 

The evolution of the international economy shows that services have a growing 
importance in the world, not only due to its extraordinary expansion, but also because 
they generate substantial structural transformations in national economies. 

In fact, service's share in GDP accounts for 60% of it in industrial countries, and 
con tribute between 30 and 70% to developing countries GDP. Most important is the 
induced dynamic by which they contribute to the development process of countries 
through the linkages they create with the majority of physical productive activities. 

Because of all these aspects of intemational significance, the study of services is of 
importance in the case of Colombia, given its increasing contribution to GDP and to 
employment. Besides, the service sector has played an important role in maintaining a 
balance of payments equilibrium. The enormous potential of services for the 
competitiveness of the manufacturing sector through computer systems, to generate 
greater value-added and as a new source to upgrade human capital, and redress the 
negative impact that services could have on the Colombian economy because of the 
rapid transformation of the world economy due to the globalization process. 

Until the creation of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, there was not an integral coherent 
and specific national policy on services. The new framework will be the backbone of 
the policy for intemational trade in services. 

The Ministry guarantees the formulation of an integral policy on services to increase 
foreign trade in coordination with other public entities and the private sector. 

The main goal of the colombian government focuses on the following key actions: 

l. To create an institutional infrastructure to strenghten research and policy 
formulation, and determine Colombia's services export offer poised to intemational 
markets. 

2. To upgrade of Colombia's negotiating capability before bilateral and multilateral 
fora, (G3, Central America, Andean Group, United States and Uruguay Round). 
Actions will be directed to strenghten support infrastructure for intemational trade 
negotiations and the conformation of a staff of negotiatiors. 

3. To implement sectoral programmes to create the necessary conditions and an 
adequate economic habitat to establish, with the private sector, sources of high export 
potential and high profitability. 
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4. To establish for exporters the required promotional instruments and mechanisms 
to en ter distribution channels and marketing services in countries of special interest. 

5. To increase hard-currency earning through export of services. Likewise, to 
stimulate the local production of services that help achieve a greater competetiveness 
for the export of goods and services. 

ON COLOMBIA'S OFFER OF SER VICES BEFORE THE COMMITIEE ON 
SERVICES --URUGUAY ROUND 

In february 1991, Colombia advanced its provisional offer of initial compromises to 
the GATT, after consultation with the public and prívate sectors. 

The initial Colombian offer encompassed the financia! and tourism sectors. Then, in 
february 1992 andas a response to the enlarged offers and requests of other partici
pating countries as the United S tates, Canada, Switzerland, and the EC, the Colombian 
offer was increased, including the following service activities: 
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Legal Consultancy Services on Foreign Legislation and Jntemational Law 
Accounting Services 
Computerized Infonnation Systems on Services and related activities 
Car rental without chauffeur 
Communication Services 
Construction and Engineering Services, and 
Financia! Services 




